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Abstract

Technological innovations are creating new types of communication systems. During the 20th

century, we saw the evolution of electronic communication from the telegraph to the telephone

to the broadband Internet. In turn, these new types of communication systems have created

new types of communication services and applications. Communication services managers must

make important business decisions to stay competitive and profitable. They have to maximise

the communication resources that they are making available to the customer. The word “re-

source ”can refer to telephone lines, telephone operators, optical fiber, bandwidth etc.. At the

same time, the managers must minimise their costs for providing these resources. The mathe-

matical field of queueing theory has traditionally provided managers with a useful set of decision

making formulae and algorithms for designing communication systems and services. However,

the unpredictable but growing demand for new services delivered by new communication systems

renders managerial decision making difficult.

Nowadays it is clear, that the models of the investigated systems should also be developed in

parallel with the evolution of the communication systems. In the last decade the fundamental

mathematical structure of a novel model has been elaborated, which provides appropriate for-

mulae for the dimensioning questions of the QoS (Quality of Service) capable Internet. This is

the so called network calculus, which development is an intensively researched topic nowadays.

The analysis of the workload loss ratio in packet switched networks was in the focus of my

research work and stands in the mainstream of this dissertation. The expected traffic (packet)

loss ratio at network nodes or a network of nodes is one of the key QoS parameters which should

always be considered and controlled in almost all kind of traffic. Traffic management functions

(like connection admission control, packet scheduling algorithms) and network designing meth-

ods strongly rely on loss performance analysis. Since within the framework of network calculus,

the loss performance analysis is not fully developed, my research focused on efficient estimations

of the workload loss ratio with network caluclus.

At present two variants of network caluclus is used for the estimation of resource usage.

The so called deterministic network calculus is a powerful and expressive tool for describing

the properties of communication networks; however, its worst-case system view cannot take

the effects of the statistical multiplexing into consideration. With the usage of deterministic

network calulus I derived novel stochastic bounds, that benefit from the statistical multiplexing

gain, despite of the deterministic description.

The extension of network calculus to handle stochastic problems is a popular research area

among network theoreticians. The construction of a proper stochastic traffic and service de-

scription that incorporates the statistical multiplexing gain is in the focus of this research. The



main result of this dissertation is the definition of a novel stochastic network calculus variant,

which is designed for workload loss examinations. With a novel loss-related traffic and service

description I managed to derive estimation for the workload loss ratio not just for single nodes

in isolation, but for a network of nodes.

The bounds, presented in this dissertation, require only little information about the input

traffic (peak rate, upper estimated mean rate of the aggregate) and most of them are expressed

in closed form so their usage do not need any optimisation. These facts ensure low computation

complexity, simplify the determination of the required input parameters and the straightforward

application of them in traffic management functions like call admission control (CAC) as well,

without any complex measurement or information propagation. Other application areas of these

novel results are network design, and the planning of packet scheduling algorithms.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Real time applications in today and future heterogeneous networking environment require simple

and efficient Quality of Service (QoS) provisioning. The expected traffic (packet) loss ratio at

network nodes or a network of nodes is one of the key QoS parameters which should always

be considered and controlled in almost all kind of traffic. Traffic management functions (like

connection admission control, packet scheduling algorithms) and network designing methods [1]

strongly rely on loss performance analysis.

The approximation of the buffer overflow or buffer saturation probability in queueing models

of network nodes is often proposed as a Quality of Service measure and identified as a possible

estimation of traffic loss ratio [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. In numerous queueing theoretical studies the

buffer saturation probability (in infinite buffer systems) is analysed [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 4, 5, 6, 7]

and its estimates are promoted as built-in elements in Quality of Service architectures. This

measure quantifies the fraction of time during which the buffer occupancy exceeds a certain

threshold, and bounds from above the fraction of time during the finite buffer (with the size of

the threshold) is full.1

Curiously enough, in these works the loss processes are rarely analysed directly and the

direct (definition based) estimation of loss ratio is usually not in the main focus. For example,

buffer overflow probability has been widely studied in the framework of large deviations, both

in continuous and discrete time queueing systems [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]; however, according to

my best knowledge, in-depth loss performance analysis can be found only in [14, 15, 16]. In

bufferless fluid flow multiplexing framework the loss ratio has been analysed, for example in

[17, J1]. Although the buffer overflow probability is frequently used for loss ratio estimation

[2, 3, 5, 6, 7], nevertheless, it is shown in [4], that the ratio of the workload loss ratio (WLR)

and the buffer saturation probability can be arbitrary under certain circumstances.

The analysis of the workload loss ratio in packet switched networks was in the focus of my

1Such measures are usually referred to as resource based measures or time-blocking, because they express the

probability that a resource (like buffer) is blocked.
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research work and stands in the mainstream of this dissertation. I investigated this parameter

in general buffered systems (see Figure 1.1). We have input sources denoted by αi, which emit

input queue

1α

2α

β

.

q

3α

4α

nα

Figure 1.1: A general buffered system.

traffic into an input queue connected to the server β. The event of buffer overflow occurs when

the traffic emitted from the input sources is too large to be served and also to fit into the buffer.

The overflown bits are usually lost. The workload loss ratio is identified by the number of lost

packets divided by the number of arriving packets.

The objective of my research was to give simple closed form upper bounds for the prospective

WLR of general buffered systems, that use very little information about the investigated system.

This property is desirable from the point of Call Admission Control (CAC) algorithms where

easy-to-implement estimations are needed for the QoS parameters.

First an overview is given about the simple models that played a major role in the analysis,

evolution and development of data networks including the classical theory of queueing systems,

the theory of effective bandwidth and the network calculus. Within these models more attention

will be payed to the so called network calculus, which will be the theoretical background of my

results. After that, the results of my research work in the area of workload loss ratio and buffer

overflow probability approximation will be introduced. My statements form the following three

Theses:

• Theses 1: A novel stochastic extension of network calculus for workload loss examinations

(Chapter 4).

• Theses 2: Buffer overflow bounds in network elements, multiplexing independent regulated

inputs (Chapter 5).

• Theses 3: Direct and indirect bounds on the workload loss ratio in general buffered systems

(Chapter 6).

In Theses 1 my novel probabilistic extension of network calculus is presented, which is de-

signed for quantifying workload loss. I introduce a new type of arrival and service curve def-

inition, which relies on bounding the expected deviations from the envelope functions. It will



be proven that the proposed new descriptors have some convenient properties, that makes them

suitable for end-to-end workload loss quantification. I also provide theorems in the new frame-

work to compute such important network descriptors as the backlog or the expected delay. At

the end of Theses 1 the novel traffic and service descriptors are given for typical traffic types

and schedulers, and the applicability of the results is demonstrated through a simple example.

In the first part of Theses 2 my novel deterministic network calculus based buffer overflow

bounds are presented, that eliminates an undesirable property of the existing closed form bounds.

The problem is, that the existing results assign different formulae for the case when the queueing

system is fed with inputs of the same characteristics (so called homogeneous case), and for the

case when the properties of the inputs are different (heterogeneous case). Within Theses 2

universal bounds are derived, that cover both cases. In the second part of 2, the independence

assumption is investigated, that is needed for the buffer overflow bounds. I also give novel buffer

overflow bounds for the homogeneous case, that do not rely on the total independence among

the inputs.

Within Theses 3 a catalog of novel, conservative, direct (definition based) and indirect ap-

proximations of the workload loss ratio (WLR) will be presented for buffered systems. I prove

that estimating the traffic loss in a direct manner using the definition results in closed form

bounds which perform better than the existing indirect WLR bounds. At the end of Theses 3, a

deep systematic numerical analysis is given. With this analysis the best choice for deterministic

network calculus based WLR estimation is pointed out.



Chapter 2

Models of data networks

Technological innovations are creating new types of communication systems. During the 20th

century, we saw the evolution of electronic communication from the telegraph to the telephone

to the broadband Internet. In turn, these new types of communication systems have created

new types of communication services and applications. Communication services managers must

make important business decisions to stay competitive and profitable. They have to maximise

the communication resources that they are making available to the customer. The word “resource

”can refer to telephone lines, telephone operators, optical fiber, bandwidth etc.. At the same

time, the managers must minimise their costs for providing these resources. This also allows them

to maximise their profits. The unpredictable but growing demand for new services delivered by

new communication systems renders managerial decision making difficult. The mathematical

field of queueing theory has traditionally provided managers with a useful set of decision making

formulae and algorithms for designing communication systems and services.

The models of the investigated systems has been also developed in parallel with the evo-

lution of the communication systems. In the following sections I give an overview about the

most important system models that played a major role in the evolution and development of

communication networks. The development of the system models in a chronological order can

be seen in Figure 2.1.

We can see that the classical queueing theory [18, 19] ruled the world until the development

of the effective bandwidth theory around the late 80’s [20, 21]. Then in 1991 Cruz defined the

basics of a Deterministic Calculus [22, 23, 24, 25, 26] for data networks. In 1994 Chang presented

a connection point among the two latter theories by giving the interpretation of the effective

bandwidth in the terms of network calculus [27, 26]. The network calculus theory became popular

by the development of the min-plus calculus [26] (1996-2000), which is a powerful mathematical

tool for describing communication networks with Quality of Service guarantees. Nowadays the

extension of the deterministic network calculus to a probabilistic setting receives a significant

attention among network theoreticians [28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 5, 36].
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Figure 2.1: The chronological order of the system models.

2.1 Classical theory of queueing systems

The first result of the classical queueing theory was the classical Erlang blocking formula [18]

that was developed in 1917. For a group of telephone trunk lines that connect two central offices,

this formula gives the probability that all “circuits are busy”(no trunk line is currently available)

given the fixed number of trunk lines as provided by the service and given the average number

of trunk lines requested by the customers. This formula can then be “inverted”so a manager

can then decide what should be the least or optimal amount of trunk lines needed for a given

customer demand that would keep a specific Quality of Service below some acceptable threshold

level. The measure that we use here is the probability of all circuits being busy.

Historically, this was the first problem that led to the creation of queueing theory. A. K.

Erlang modelled the usage of a telephone trunk group as a time-homogeneous Markov chain.

The randomness arises as the best way to model mathematically the aggregate behaviour of peo-

ple. The transient (short run) probabilities for such a stochastic process solve a set of ordinary

differential equations. When we look at the asymptotic regime of large time (long run), these

differential equations then reduce to a set of linear equations which are relatively easier to solve.

This type of equilibrium or steady state analysis made classical queueing theory an important

tool for modelling many different types of voice communications systems. The simplest, fun-

damental queueing model of this type that Erlang used has multiple servers (corresponding to

telephone operators) but no buffers for customers to wait when all the servers are busy (when the

customers hear a busy signal, they leave). We model the number of busy servers as a continuous

time Markov process where we assume that the call arrivals are modelled by a random Poisson

process of a constant mean rate, and the time each customer spends on the phone is random

with a negative exponential distribution.

The success of using queueing theory to model circuit-switched telephone networks in the



first half of the 20th century for voice communications led to another major triumph in the

second half of the 20th century as queueing theory was applied by computer scientists such

as Leonard Kleinrock [19] to model data communication systems. The simplest, fundamental

queueing model for data communications has a single server where jobs arrive according to a

Poisson process. When that single server is busy, there is an unlimited capacity waiting buffer

for all the jobs that are not in service. The time that each job takes to be served is random

with a negative exponential distribution. By using again the steady state theory for continuous

time Markov chains, a queueing analysis was invented that contributed to the design of the first

prototype for the Internet (ARPANET).

Given the new types of communication systems and services available today, it is no longer

possible to make many of the simplifying assumptions of classical queueing theory. One simpli-

fying assumption that has become increasingly untenable is that all queues act in isolation. The

reality is that most of them interact as a queueing network. Mathematically, this dramatically

increases the complexity of the queueing models needed to capture this interactivity.

Another major mathematical assumption has been to restrict our analysis of Markov pro-

cesses to ones that are time homogeneous. This is akin to assuming that the mean arrival rate

for telephone calling traffic is constant for a given time period (e.g. for a day). Managers and

engineers can no longer assume this fiction in their daily lives so it is important to develop the

model. Unfortunately, we must throw out the entire theory of steady state and equilibrium

analysis for continuous time Markov chains when we try to address this issue.

These problems generated the development of the effective bandwidth theory, which is the

subject of the following section.

2.2 The theory of effective bandwidth

The effective bandwidth concept [20] provides a measure of resource usage which adequately

represents the trade-off between traffic sources of different types, taking proper account of their

varying statistical characteristics and Quality of Service requirements. The concept has attracted

much attention and some criticism, but its elegant and powerful mathematical background and

the important technological applications bring it amongst the most popular models of data

networks.

The effective bandwidth of a source depends upon two free parameters, representing a space

and time scaling, respectively, and as Gibbens [21] demonstrates, this dependence provides a

convenient tool for the description and analysis of real data sources. The appropriate choice of

space and time scale depends upon the characteristics of the resource such as its capacity, buffer

size, traffic mix and scheduling policy. The effective bandwidth is also compatible with several

multiplexing models, and provides a measure associated with a source such that a resource can



deliver a performance guarantee expressed in terms of loss or delay, by limiting the sources

served so that their effective bandwidths sum to less than a threshold. Under different models

this result may be expressed as a conservative global bound, or as an asymptotic local limit, or

as an approximation capable of successive refinements. A widely referenced definition of effective

bandwidth is the following.

Definition 1 (Effective bandwidth [20]) The effective bandwidth of the source with arrival

process A(t) is defined as:

αe(s, τ) = sup
t≥0

{

1

st
logE[es(A(t+τ)−A(t))]

}

, 0 < s, τ <∞. (2.1)

The parameter τ is called the time parameter and indicates the length of a time interval.

The parameter s is called the space parameter and contains information about the distribution

of the arrivals. Generally, the effective bandwidth of a traffic flow varies between the mean and

peak rates of the traffic and provides a link between the traffic characteristics of a flow and the

resources in terms of bandwidth and buffer size necessary to support a required level of service.

Near s = 0, the effective bandwidth is dominated by the mean rate of the traffic, while near

s = ∞, it is primarily influenced by the peak rate of the traffic. Thus, the space parameter s

can be seen as relating to a violation probability. For an example the effective bandwidth of an

mpeg compressed video trace is shown in Figure 2.2.

The effective bandwidth of a source depends sensitively upon the statistical properties of the

source, yet these may not be known with certainty, either to the user responsible for the source

or the network. It is sometimes thought that this limits the applicability of the concept. On

the contrary, the concept is central to any understanding of just how well described a source

needs to be, and to the discussion of tariffing and connection admission control mechanisms for

sources that may be poorly characterised.

The effective bandwidth theory eliminated the restricting assumption of the classical queue-

ing theory that the traffic sources have to be time-homogeneous Markov processes. This theory

gives useful descriptors for real traffic sources. However, the network elements are still inves-

tigated in isolation and there is no way to deal with scheduling algorithms. These problems

indicated the extensive research of network calculus around the late 80’s.

2.3 Deterministic network calculus

Network calculus [25] is the result of recent developments in the area of network analysis, pro-

viding considerable insight into the behaviour of (packet-based) communication networks. The

foundation of this theory lies in the mathematical theory of dioids, and in particular, the Min-

Plus dioid (also called Min-Plus algebra [26]). With network calculus we are able to understand
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Figure 2.2: The effective bandwidth of an mpeg compressed video trace.

some fundamental properties of integrated and differentiated services networks, window flow

control and buffer or delay dimensioning. We will see, that with this theory one can handle

scheduling algorithms and there is a possibility to deal with a network of elements rather than

investigating the single nodes in isolation. In these terms the deterministic network calculus

made a breakthrough among the system theories.

Network calculus is a theory of deterministic queueing systems found in computer networks.

It can also be viewed as the system theory that applies to computer networks. The main

difference with traditional system theory, as the one that was so successfully applied to design

electronic circuits, is that here we consider another algebra, where the operations are changed as

follows: addition becomes computation of the minimum, multiplication becomes addition. From

the point of data networks two operations on the min-plus algebra has a particular importance.

In the followings I recall the exact definitions from [25].

Definition 2 (Min-plus convolution) Let f and g be two wide-sense increasing functions.

The min-plus convolution of f and g is the function

f ⊗ g(t) = inf
0≤s≤t

{f(t− s) + g(s)}. (2.2)

Definition 3 (Min-plus deconvolution) Let f and g be two wide-sense increasing functions.

The min-plus deconvolution of f and g is the function

f ⊘ g(t) = sup
0≤u

{f(t+ u) − g(u)}. (2.3)



In the deterministic network calculus data sources are described by means of the cumulative

function A(t)1 (arrival process), defined as the number of bits emitted from the source in time

interval [0,t]. A(t) is always wide-sense increasing. The characteristics of the input sources are

described in terms of arrival curves, and the offered service from the nodes are given by the so

called service curves. In the followings the exact definitions of these notions are recalled from

[25].

Definition 4 (Arrival curve [25]) We say that a given arrival process A(t) has α as an ar-

rival curve if for all s and t:

A(t) −A(s) ≤ α(t− s). (2.4)

We also say that A(t) is constrained or regulated by α.

Definition 5 (Service curve [25]) Consider a node N and a flow through N with input and

output functions A(t) and D(t) respectively. We say that N offers to the flow a service curve β

if and only if

D(t) ≥ A⊗ β(t). (2.5)

)(tα

t

)(tβ

)(),( tt βα

),( βαv

),( βαh

Figure 2.3: The arrival curve α(t) of a token bucket controller and the service curve β(t) of a

rate latency server.

Figure 2.3 indicates a token bucket arrival and a rate-latency service curve for illustration.

A token bucket controller is a device that analyses the data on a flow A(t) as follows. There is

a pool (bucket) of fluid of size b. The bucket is initially empty. The bucket has a hole and leaks

at a rate of r units of fluid per second when it is not empty. Data from the flow A(t) has to

pour into the bucket an amount of fluid equal to the amount of data with an incoming rate less

than a maximum incoming rate (rin). Data that would cause the bucket to overflow is declared

1Without loss of generality we consider a fluid-like bit-processing system, since it can be shown, that the result

can be applied for systems with rougher granularity (cells, packets).



non-conformant, otherwise the data is declared conformant. Token bucket controllers are built

in elements of QoS network architectures such as IntServ [37] and DiffServ [38]. The rate latency

service curve is a very typical service curve in non-preemptive static priority schedulers. The

traffic with high priority receives the full server capacity (C) at least after the scheduler processed

the inchoate low priority packet. This is why the curve starts with rate zero.

The power of network calculus becomes clear when expressing some important system char-

acteristics from these envelope functions. For an illustration I recall three theorems from [25]

about calculating the worst-case backlog, the worst case delay, and the envelope function for the

output.

Theorem 1 (Backlog bound [25]) Assume a flow, constrained by arrival curve α, traverses

a system that offers a service curve β. The backlog A(t) −D(t) for all t satisfies:

A(t) −D(t) ≤ sup
s≤0

{α(s) − βs}. (2.6)

Let

δ(s) = inf{τ ≥ 0 : α(s) ≤ β(s+ τ)} (2.7)

be the virtual delay for a hypothetical system that would have α as input and β as output,

assuming that such a system exists (in other words, assuming that (α ≤ β)). Then, h(α, β) is

the supremum of all values of δ(s).

Theorem 2 (Delay bound [25]) Assume a flow, constrained by arrival curve α, traverses a

system that offers a service curve of β. The virtual delay d(t) for all t satisfies: d(t) ≤ h(α, β).

Theorem 3 (Output traffic envelope [25]) Assume a flow, constrained by arrival curve α,

traverses a system that offers a service curve of β. The output flow is constrained by the arrival

curve α∗ = α⊘ β.

The greatest advantage of the deterministic network calculus is the applicability of the per

node results to the concatenation of several nodes. This happens through the definition of

the network service curve which expresses the offered service from a network of nodes (Figure

2.4). The usage of the end-to-end (network) service curve can provide much better results in

performance bounds, than that of analysing the nodes in isolation and simply sum up the per

node bounds. If the hth node within the route (h = 1, 2, ..., H) of nodes offers to a flow a service

curve βh, then the network service curve can be expressed as βnet = β1⊗β2⊗ ...⊗βH . It is worth

mentioning that no other network analysis tool disposes of this useful and powerful property.

Even though, the deterministic network calculus is a powerful and expressive tool for describ-

ing the properties of communication networks, its worst-case system view cannot take the effects

of the statistical multiplexing into consideration. This fact usually leads to the overestimation

of the resource requirements of multiplexed traffic sources.
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2.4 Comparison of the models

As a conclusion of this chapter Table 2.1 shows the comparison of the reviewed models of

data networks according to some important features. These features are the supported traffic

types, the support of scheduling algorithms, the incorporation of the statistical multiplexing,

the derivation of QoS bounds and the possibility of the end-to-end bounds.

Features Queueing networks Effective bandwidth Deterministic network calculus

Traffic types Limited Wide range Wide range (but narrower)

Scheduling Limited No Yes

Statistical multiplexing Limited Yes No

QoS bounds (loss,delay) Very Limited Loss Deterministic, worst-case

End-to-end bounds Difficult, loose No Deterministic

Table 2.1: Models of queueing systems.



Chapter 3

Notations and assumptions

In my dissertation the following notations are used: Ai(s, t] denotes the number of bits arrived

to a node from flow i and Di(s, t] the output of flow i from the node within the interval (s,t].

If Ai(t) and Di(t) are used that will mean Ai(0, t] and Di(0, t], respectively. If a node has a

collection of I inputs I, AI(t) =
∑I

i=1Ai(t), and DI(t) =
∑I

i=1Di(t). The backlog at time t is

given by B(t) = A(t) −D(t) and the delay at time t is given by W (t) = inf{d ≥ 0 : A(t− d) ≤

D(t)}. In a network context let denote by AN (t) and DN (t) the arrivals and departures at

node N . Subscripts and superscripts are dropped whenever possible to simplify the notation.

The notation v(f, g) = supt≥0{f(t) − g(t)} stands for the maximal vertical, and the notation

h(f, g) = supt≥0{inf{u ≥ 0 : f(t) ≤ g(t + u)}} for the maximal horizontal deviation between f

and g. Let ᾱ =
∑I

i=1 ᾱi, where limu→∞Ai(0, u]/u ≤ limu→∞ αi(u)/u = ᾱi, and α =
∑I

i=0 αi

is the aggregate arrival curve of the inputs1. Let γ1, γ2, ..., γI positive reals with
∑I

i=1 γi ≤ 1

be defined for inputs 1, 2, ..., I respectively. Finally, let define the positive part operator as

(expr)+ = max[expr, 0].

The assumptions of my theorems are the subset of the followings2:

• (A1) The arrivals at each node are independent.

• (A1m) There is a somewhat limited independence3 between the arrivals.

• (A2) The inputs can be described by an arrival curve.

• (A3) We can extract an upper bound on the expected value of the arriving bits, from the

arrival curves.

• (A4) The arrival and departure processes are stationary and ergodic.

1See section 2.3 for the definition of the arrival curve.
2The author suggests skipping the remainder of this chapter in case of the first reading, and looking back to

this chapter when reaching a statement that require these assumptions.
3see Theses 2
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• (A5) The server can be described by a service curve.

• (A6) The aggregate service curve of the server is greater than the aggregate arrival curve

of the inputs from time instant t.

• (A7) β is super-additive.

From these, (A2) and (A5) contain the definition of the arrival and service curve, and give

a framework to handle the network element with network calculus. Since the inputs are traffic

aggregates (A1) is a reasonable assumption. (A3) and (A6) are some kind of stability conditions,

and almost hold to all realistic network nodes. Assumption (A4) ensures that the distribution

of the queue length (Q(t)) can reach its steady state and become independent from t. The

threshold in (A6) can be considered as an upper bound on the busy period.

More precisely:

• (A1) A1, A2, ..., AI are independent.

• (A1m): A1, A2, ..., AI are s-wise independent4 where 0 < s ≤ I.

• (A2) For all i ∈ I, Ai has αi as an arrival curve, where αi is a non-negative wide-sense

increasing function5.

• (A3) For each i ∈ I, and any s, t ∈ R, E[Ai(s, t]] ≤ ᾱi ·(t−s), where ᾱi = limt→∞ αi(t)/t <

∞6.

• (A4) Let Ai and Di be stationary and ergodic.

• (A5) If S(t) = {Sn : Sn ≤ t, n ∈ Z}, and β is the aggregate service curve for the flows,

then for all t ∈ R, and any u ∈ S(t), ∃s ∈ [u, t] : D(u, t] −A(u, s] ≥ β(t− s), where β is a

non-negative wide sense increasing function.

• (A6) There exists7 τ <∞ such that for all s ≥ τ , β(s) ≥ α(s).

• (A7) For all s, t β(s, t) ≥ β(s) + β(t)8.

4see Theses 2
5A function f is wide-sense increasing if and only if f(s) ≤ f(t) for all s ≤ t.
6The limit ᾱi always exists for the wide class of sub additive functions and can be computed as supt{αi(t)/t}.
7The maximum possible busy period in such a system is τ .
8This is the definition of super additivity.



Chapter 4

Theses 1: A novel stochastic

extension of network calculus for

workload loss examinations

The deterministic network calculus is a powerful and expressive tool for describing the prop-

erties of communication networks; however, its worst-case system view cannot take the effects

of the statistical multiplexing into consideration. This fact usually leads to the overestimation

of the resource requirements of multiplexed traffic sources. In order to benefit from the statis-

tical multiplexing, the extension of network calculus to handle stochastic problems is becoming

a popular research area among network theoreticians. The original framework [5] deals with

envelope functions defined by deterministic rules to describe arrivals and services for the quan-

tification of resource requirements in the network. The typical operations of the calculations

are built around a set of well-constructed algebraic manipulations, which are coined as min-plus

and max-plus algebra. Dealing with envelope type functions, on one hand, has the advantage,

that the formulation of the problems can easily be carried out. On the other hand, however it

often yields quite loose bounds. Several new propositions have been made recently [28] [29] [30]

[31] [32][33] to overcome the weaknesses of the original framework, most of them concentrating

on the extension of the deterministic rules that define the envelope functions to probabilistic

ones. The general idea is that they assign some kind of violation probability to the definitions

of the arrival and service curves. For example, in [32] we found assumptions that the inputs

have stochastically bounded burstiness, in [30] the authors assume that the moment generating

functions of the inputs are exponentially bounded. This property makes the estimation of the

overflow type quantities much easier as it is shown in [39]; however, such extensions are not

suitable for the direct estimation of the workload loss. Note that probabilistic extensions of the
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network calculus are usually referred as statistical network calculus.

In these Theses I present my novel probabilistic extension of network calculus, which is

designed for quantifying workload loss. I introduce a new type of arrival and service curve

definition, which relies on bounding the expected deviations from the envelope functions. It will

also be proven, that the proposed new descriptors have the same convenient properties as that of

the original ones. The min-plus and max-plus algebra are also applicable to the new functions

and the concatenation theorems are also valid. I provide theorems in the new framework to

compute such important network descriptors as the backlog or the expected delay. We will see

how the expectation operator fits naturally into the framework of the network calculus when

quantifying important long-time behaviour characteristics. One of the major advantages of the

modified definitions becomes clear, when workload loss bounds are to be established. General

discussions in this area [6][7][5] are typically concentrate on the calculation of saturation type

quantities (i.e., measures that refer to the amount or proportion of time-intervals, when network

overload happens), which is a convenient way of characterising network resources as a whole, but

in the case of describing the service to distinct traffic flows is not practical. After introducing

the basics of the proposed new framework in Section 4.2, in Section 4.3 I establish a connection

between the effective w-arrival curve and effective bandwidth [20], which is a widely used measure

of resource usage. Finally, in Section 4.5 I compare a workload loss ratio bound derived by my

novel calculus with the closest existing probabilistic direct bound [40], and the results are also

supported by a short simulative investigation. Since my novel calculus relies on the min-plus

algebra, I now recall here the results of a statistical network calculus approach that is based on

the min-plus algebra [29] for an illustration.

4.1 Probabilistic extensions of the deterministic network calcu-

lus

This calculus defines the effective envelope for the arrival processes by assigning a violation

probability to the original arrival curves. As it will be seen, this approach leads to the derivation

of overflow type bounds on the QoS parameters.

Definition 6 (Effective envelope [29]) An effective envelope for an arrival process A is a

non-negative function G such that for all t and τ :

P {A(t+ τ) −A(t) ≤ Gε(τ)} > 1 − ε (4.1)

To characterise the available service to a flow or to multiplexed flows the effective service

curve is used which can be seen as a probabilistic measure of the available service.



Definition 7 (Effective service curve [29]) Given an arrival process A, an effective service

curve is a non-negative function Sε that satisfies for all t ≥ 0:

P {D(t) ≥ A⊗ Sε(t)} ≥ 1 − ε (4.2)

The following theorems recall the statistical bounds for the delay, the output envelope and

the backlog using the terminology of the min-plus algebra on effective envelopes and effective

service curves. In order to derive such results appropriate time scale limit assumptions are

needed. It is assumed, that the node offers a service curve Sεs which satisfies the additional

requirement that there exists a time scale T such that for all t ≥ 0:

P

{

D(t) ≥ inf
τ≤T

{A(t− τ) + Sεs(τ)}

}

≥ 1 − εs (4.3)

For all theorems assume that Gε is an effective envelope for the arrivals A to a node and we

have T <∞ in (4.3). Define εω := εs + Tε.

Theorem 4 (Output traffic envelope [29]) The function Gε ⊘ Sεs is an effective envelope

for the output traffic.

Theorem 5 (Backlog bound [29]) Gε ⊘Sεs(0) is a probabilistic bound on the backlog, in the

sense that, for all t ≥ 0,

P {B(t) ≤ Gε ⊘ Sεs(0)} ≥ 1 − εω (4.4)

Theorem 6 (Delay bound [29]) If d ≥ 0 satisfies that supτ≤T {G
ε(τ −d)−Sεs(τ)} ≤ 0, then

d is a probabilistic delay bound in the sense that, for all t ≥ 0:

P {W (t) ≤ d} ≥ 1 − εω (4.5)

Similar to the deterministic calculus the effective service curve of a network can be expressed

as the convolution of the service at each node. Consider a network of nodes where the hth node

offers an effective service curve Sεs

h to a flow. It is assumed that:

P

{

Dh(t) ≥ inf
τ≤Th

{Ah(t− τ) + Sεs

h (τ)}

}

≥ 1 − εs (4.6)

Theorem 7 (Effective network service curve [29]) If the service offered at each node h =

1, ..., H on the path of a flow is given by a service curve Sεs

h , then an effective network service

curve Sεω
net for the flow is given by

Sεω
net = Sεs

1 ⊗ Sεs

2 ⊗ ...⊗ Sεs

H (4.7)

with a violation probability bounded above b

εω = εs

H
∑

h=1

(

1 + (h− 1)T h
)

. (4.8)



We can see, that these statements for backlog, delay, etc., are expressed with a straightfor-

ward calculation from the defined effective envelopes and service curves. However, quantifying

packet loss with the existing probabilistic extensions of network calculus is a highly non-trivial

problem even in an indirect way [6] [40] [41]. One can also observe, that these statements above

rely on an accurate busy period analysis for estimating the appropriate time scale and require

that the infimum in (4.3) and (4.6) is taken within a finite interval. In the next section I define

a statistical network calculus, which is designed for direct packet loss calculations.

Finally Table 4.1 lists the models in section 2.4 completed with the probabilistic extension

of the deterministic network calculus.

Features Queueing net-

works

Effective

bandwidth

Deterministic

network calculus

Stochastic network

calculus

Traffic types Limited Wide range Wide range (but

narrower)

Wide Range

Scheduling Limited No Yes Yes

Statistical

multiplexing

Limited Yes No Yes

QoS bounds

(loss,delay)

Very limited Loss Deterministic,

worst-case

Yes, overflow type,

indirect loss

End-to-End

bounds

Difficult, loose No Deterministic Yes

Table 4.1: Models of queueing systems II.

4.2 A novel statistical network calculus for workload loss esti-

mations

We can see in (4.1) and (4.2) that the definition of the effective envelope and the effective service

curve happens by assigning some violation probability to the deterministic arrival and service

curves (2.4) (2.5). As it was pointed out earlier this approach is favourable for overflow type

quantities like buffer overflow probability. However, quantifying packet loss in a direct way turns

out to be highly non-trivial.

Within these Theses, a novel probabilistic extension of the deterministic network calculus

is proposed which gives a framework for direct workload loss approximations [J2] [C7]. If the

system is stationary and ergodic the following definition can be used for the WLR (Workload



Loss Ratio):

WLR =
E[# of lost bits in a unit time interval]

E[# of bits arriving in a unit time interval]
≤
E[(Q− q)+]

E[A]
. (4.9)

where Q represents the stationary backlog of the system with infinite buffer, q is the buffer

threshold and E[A] = E[A(0, 1)] is the number of bits arriving in a unit time interval1. I

proceed from the definition of the workload loss ratio (4.9), and based on this, a novel calculus

is defined which is suitable for packet loss examinations. The mathematical background of my

novel calculus is the min-plus algebra [26] [25] such as the deterministic network calculus, which

ensures that the per-node results can be easily extended to end-to-end bounds. This is a very

valuable property of this novel theory since most of the existing stochastic extensions of network

calculus sacrifice the end-to-end results for the production of closer per-node results.

First, the effective w-arrival curve and the effective w-service curve are defined for describing

the inputs and the service, than I prove fundamental per-node statements for the backlog, delay

and the effective w-arrival curve of the output traffic. Finally, it is shown, that the per-node

results can be extended to a network of nodes with the definition of the effective network w-

service curve. The connection between the effective w-arrival curve and effective bandwidth

[20], which is a widely used measure of resource usage, is also pointed out. For the theorems we

assume only the stationarity and ergodicity (A4)2 of the input and output processes.

Thesis 1.1 (Definition of the effective w-arrival and w-service curve [J2]) I propose to

define Zϕ as the effective w-arrival curve of the flow with arrival process A if for all t and τ and

ϕ ≥ 0:

E[(A(t+ τ) −A(t) − Zϕ(τ))+] ≤ ϕ. (4.10)

For an input with arrival process A a node offers an effective w-service curve Sϕs if for all t ≥ 0

and ϕs ≥ 0:

E[(A⊗ Sϕs(t) −D(t))+] ≤ ϕs. (4.11)

Note, that by letting ϕ and ϕs to zero the arrival and service curves of the deterministic

network calculus can be recovered. In other words if ϕ equals zero, Zϕ becomes a deterministic

arrival curve of the arrival process A, and Sϕs becomes a deterministic service curve if ϕs equals

zero.

For the proof of some statements a stronger definition of the w-service curve will be necessary.

If an upper bound on the busy period3 T is known, then the definition takes the following form:

1It is proven (e.g., in [4] and [15]) that the expected value of the number of lost bits in a finite buffer system

can be bounded from above by the number of packets overflown (when the queue size exceeds a certain buffer

threshold) in the system with infinite buffer.
2See chapter 3.
3An accurate busy period analysis and the verification of this assumption can be found in [29].



Definition 8 (Effective w-service curve with an upper bound on T ) Let T < ∞ be an

upper bound on the busy period of a node. For an input with arrival process A a node offers an

effective w-service curve Sϕs if for all t ≥ 0:

E[( inf
0≤s≤T

{A(t− s) + Sϕs(s)} −D(t))+] ≤ ϕs. (4.12)

In the meaning of equation (8) the infimum is taken in 0 ≤ s ≤ T .

Within the framework of the following thesis I formalise stochastic bounds on some fun-

damental system characteristics like backlog, delay and output traffic envelope, with min-plus

calculus operations on effective w-arrival curves and effective w-service curves. For the proofs

the following lemma is needed about the positive part operator:

Lemma 1 For given X1, X2, X3, X4 random variables:

E[(X1 −X2 +X3 −X4)
+] ≤ E[(X1 −X2)

+] + E[(X3 −X4)
+] (4.13)

Proof: The statement is the straightforward consequence of that:

(X1 −X2 +X3 −X4)
+ ≤ (X1 −X2)

+ + (X3 −X4)
+ (4.14)

which is true for all X1, X2, X3 and X4 values. Q.E.D.

Thesis 1.2 (Backlog bound [J2]) I proved that Zϕ ⊘ Sϕs(0) is a probabilistic bound on the

backlog, in the sense that, for all t ≥ 0,

E[(B(t) − Zϕ ⊘ Sϕs(0))+] ≤ Tϕ+ ϕs. (4.15)

Proof: It follows from the definition of the backlog that:

E[(B(t) − Zϕ ⊘ Sϕs(0))+]

= E[(A(t) −D(t) − Zϕ ⊘ Sϕs(0))+] (4.16)

= E[(A(t) +A⊗ Sϕs(t) −D(t) −A⊗ Sϕs(t) − Zϕ ⊘ Sϕs(0))+]. (4.17)

By using Lemma 1 we get:

E[(A(t) +A⊗ Sϕs(t) −D(t) −A⊗ Sϕs(t) − Zϕ ⊘ Sϕs(0))+]

≤ E[(A(t) −A⊗ Sϕs(t) − Zϕ ⊘ Sϕs(0))+] + E[(A⊗ Sϕs(t) −D(t))+]. (4.18)

From the definition of the effective w-service curve and by extracting the A⊗ Sϕs(t) we recover

that:

E[(A(t) −A⊗ Sϕs(t) − Zϕ ⊘ Sϕs(0))+] + E[(A⊗ Sϕs(t) −D(t))+]

≤ E[(A(t) − inf0≤s≤T {A(t− s) + Sϕs(s)} − Zϕ ⊘ Sϕs(0))+] + ϕs. (4.19)



Using the fact that the infimum is taken in a discrete time point in [0, T ] we get that:

E[(A(t) − inf0≤s≤T {A(t− s) + Sϕs(s)} − Zϕ ⊘ Sϕs(0))+] + ϕs

≤
∑T

s=0E[(A(t) −A(t− s) − Sϕs(s) − Zϕ ⊘ Sϕs(0))+] + ϕs. (4.20)

Now we can increase each term of the sum by the substitution of s into the min-plus deconvo-

lution, so we get:

∑T
s=0E[(A(t) −A(t− s) − Sϕs(s) − Zϕ ⊘ Sϕs(0))+] + ϕs

≤
∑T

s=0E[(A(t) −A(t− s) − Sϕs(s) − Zϕ(s) + Sϕs(s))+] + ϕs. (4.21)

After simplification we get:

∑T
s=0E[(A(t) −A(t− s) − Sϕs(s) − Zϕ(s) + Sϕs(s))+] + ϕs

=
∑T

s=0E[(A(t) −A(t− s) − Zϕ(s))+] + ϕs. (4.22)

From the definition of the effective w-arrival curve we recover that:

T
∑

s=0

E[(A(t) −A(t− s) − Zϕ(s))+] + ϕs ≤ Tϕ+ ϕs, (4.23)

which completes the proof. Q.E.D.

The alert reader may notice that the left hand side of (4.15) expresses the expected value

of the number of bits above a certain buffer level Zϕ ⊘ Sϕs(0) in an infinite buffer system. In

other words, if we imagine a buffered system with a buffer size Zϕ ⊘ Sϕs(0) the statement in

(4.15) establishes a definition based upper bound on the loss rate. Dividing this loss rate with

the expected value of the bits arriving to the node gives a direct upper bound on the workload

loss ratio.

Thesis 1.3 (W-arrival curve for the output [J2]) I showed that the function Zϕ ⊘ Sϕs is

an effective w-arrival curve for the output traffic from the node in the sense that:

E[(D(t+ τ) −D(t) − Zϕ ⊘ Sϕs(τ))+] ≤ Tϕ+ ϕs. (4.24)

Proof:

E[(D(t+ τ) −D(t) − Zϕ ⊘ Sϕs(τ))+]

= E[(D(t+ τ) +A⊗ Sϕs(t) −D(t) −A⊗ Sϕs(t) − Zϕ ⊘ Sϕs(τ))+]. (4.25)

Using Lemma 1 and the fact that A(t+ τ) ≥ D(t+ τ) we obtain that:

E[(D(t+ τ) +A⊗ Sϕs(t) −D(t) −A⊗ Sϕs(t) − Zϕ ⊘ Sϕs(τ))+]

≤ E[(A(t+ τ) −A⊗ Sϕs(t) − Zϕ ⊘ Sϕs(τ))+] + E[(A⊗ Sϕs(t) −D(t))+]. (4.26)



From the definition of the effective w-service curve and by extracting the A⊗ Sϕs(t) we obtain:

E[(A(t+ τ) −A⊗ Sϕs(t) − Zϕ ⊘ Sϕs(τ))+] + E[(A⊗ Sϕs(t) −D(t))+]

≤ E[(A(t+ τ) − inf0≤s≤T {A(t− s) + Sϕs(s)} − Zϕ ⊘ Sϕs(τ))+] + ϕs. (4.27)

Using the fact that the infimum is taken in [0, T ] we get that:

E[(A(t+ τ) − inf0≤s≤T {A(t− s) + Sϕs(s)} − Zϕ ⊘ Sϕs(τ))+] + ϕs

≤
∑T

s=0E[(A(t+ τ) −A(t− s) − Sϕs(s) − Zϕ ⊘ Sϕs(τ))+] + ϕs. (4.28)

Now we increase each term of the sum by the substitution of s into the min-plus deconvolution:

∑T
s=0E[(A(t+ τ) −A(t− s) − Sϕs(s) − Zϕ ⊘ Sϕs(τ))+] + ϕs

≤
∑T

s=0E[(A(t+ τ) −A(t− s) − Sϕs(s) − Zϕ(τ + s) + Sϕs(s))+] + ϕs. (4.29)

After simplification:

∑T
s=0E[(A(t+ τ) −A(t− s) − Sϕs(s) − Zϕ(τ + s) + Sϕs(s))+] + ϕs

=
∑T

s=0E[(A(t+ τ) −A(t− s) − Zϕ(τ + s))+] + ϕs. (4.30)

From the definition of the effective w-arrival curve we recover that:

T
∑

s=0

E[(A(t+ τ) −A(t− s) − Zϕ(τ + s))+] + ϕs ≤ Tϕ+ ϕs. (4.31)

Q.E.D.

Thesis 1.4 (Delay bound [J2]) I proved that if d : Zϕ(τ − d) ≤ Sϕs(τ) (d is considered as a

delay threshold) for all τ then:

E[A(t− d) −D(t)] ≤ Tϕ+ ϕs. (4.32)

Proof:

E[A(t− d) −D(t)] = E[(A(t− d) −A⊗ Sϕs(t) +A⊗ Sϕs(t) −D(t))+]. (4.33)

From Lemma 1 it follows that:

E[(A(t− d) −A⊗ Sϕs(t) +A⊗ Sϕs(t) −D(t))+]

≤ E[(A(t− d) −A⊗ Sϕs(t))+] + E[(A⊗ Sϕs(t) −D(t))+] (4.34)

≤ E[(A(t− d) −A⊗ Sϕs(t))+] + ϕs. (4.35)

The last step follows from the definition of the effective w-service curve. By extracting the

min-plus convolution we obtain:

E[(A(t− d) −A⊗ Sϕs(t))+] + ϕs

= E[(A(t− d) − inf0≤s≤T {A(t− s) + Sϕs(s)})+] + ϕs. (4.36)



Since the infimum is taken in the [0, T ] interval we recover:

E[(A(t− d) − inf0≤s≤T {A(t− s) + Sϕs(s)})+] + ϕs

≤
∑T

s=0E[(A(t− d) −A(t− s) + Sϕs(s))+] + ϕs. (4.37)

It follows from the additional assumption of the theorem that:

∑T
s=0E[(A(t− d) −A(t− s) + Sϕs(s))+] + ϕs

≤
∑T

s=0E[(A(t− d) −A(t− s) + Zϕ(s− d))+] + ϕs ≤ Tϕ+ ϕs. (4.38)

The last step follows from the definition of the effective w-arrival curve. Q.E.D.

One can notice that Thesis 1.4 establishes a bound on the expected value of the number of

bits that suffers from a delay larger than d. In order to establish end-to-end bounds from the

single node results I express the effective w-service curve of a network of nodes. In the following

thesis the effective w-service curve of two concatenated nodes is given. Let AN mean the arrival

process at node N .

Thesis 1.5 (Concatenation of nodes [J2]) Assume that a flow traverses nodes N1 and N2

in sequence. If E[(AN1⊗Sϕ1

N1(t)−A
N2(t))+] ≤ ϕ1 and E[(AN2⊗Sϕ2

N2(t)−D
N2(t))+] ≤ ϕ2, then

E[(AN1 ⊗ Sϕ1

N1 ⊗ Sϕ2

N2(t) −DN2(t))+] ≤ Tϕ1 + ϕ2, (4.39)

which means, that Sϕ1

N1 ⊗S
ϕ2

N2 is an effective w-service curve for the system which consists of the

concatenation of these two nodes with Tϕ1 + ϕ2 parameter.

Proof:

E[(AN1 ⊗ Sϕ1

N1 ⊗ Sϕ2

N2(t) −DN2(t))+]

= E[(AN1 ⊗ Sϕ1

N1 ⊗ Sϕ2

N2(t) −AN2 ⊗ Sϕ2

N2(t) +AN2 ⊗ Sϕ2

N2(t) −DN2(t))+]. (4.40)

From Lemma 1 it follows that:

E[(AN1 ⊗ Sϕ1

N1 ⊗ Sϕ2

N2(t) −AN2 ⊗ Sϕ2

N2(t) +AN2 ⊗ Sϕ2

N2(t) −DN2(t))+]

≤ E[(AN1 ⊗ Sϕ1

N1 ⊗ Sϕ2

N2(t) −AN2 ⊗ Sϕ2

N2(t))
+] + E[(AN2 ⊗ Sϕ2

N2(t) −DN2(t))+]. (4.41)

Using the definition on the min-plus convolution and the effective w-service curve we recover

that:

E[(AN1 ⊗ Sϕ1

N1
⊗ Sϕ2

N2
(t) −AN2 ⊗ Sϕ2

N2
(t))+] + E[(AN2 ⊗ Sϕ2

N2
(t) −DN2(t))+]

≤E[(inf0≤s≤t{inf0≤u≤t−s{A
N1(t−s−u)+SN1(u)}+SN2(s)}−inf0≤s≤T {A

N2(t−s)+SN2(s)})
+](4.42)

+ϕ2.



Since the infimum is taken in the [0, T ] interval we recover:

E[(inf0≤s≤t{inf0≤u≤t−s{AN1(t− s− u) + SN1(u)} + SN2(s)} − inf0≤s≤T {AN2(t− s) + SN2(s)})+] + ϕ2

≤
∑T

s=0
E[(inf0≤u≤t−s{AN1(t− s− u) + SN1(u)} + SN2(s) −AN2(t− s) − SN2(s))

+] + ϕ2. (4.43)

After simplification we obtain:

∑T
s=0E[(inf0≤u≤t−s{A

N1(t− s− u) + SN1(u)} + SN2(s) −AN2(t− s) − SN2(s))
+] + ϕ2

≤
∑T

s=0E[(inf0≤u≤t−s{A
N1(t− s− u) + SN1(u)} −AN2(t− s))+] + ϕ2 (4.44)

=
∑T

s=0E[(AN1 ⊗ Sϕ1

N1(t− s) −AN2(t− s))+] + ϕ2 (4.45)

≤ Tϕ1 + ϕ2. (4.46)

The last step follows from the definition of the effective w-arrival curve. Q.E.D.

The application of Thesis 1.5 iteratively to a network of nodes gives the following result.

Thesis 1.6 (Effective network w-service curve [J2]) I proved that if the service offered at

each node h = 1, ..., H on the path of a flow is given by an effective w-service curve Sϕsh

h , then

an effective network w-service curve Sϕω

net for the flow is given by:

Sϕω

net = Sϕs1
1 ⊗ Sϕs2

2 ⊗ ...⊗ SϕsH

H (4.47)

with a parameter:

ϕω = ϕsH +
H−1
∑

h=1

Thϕsh. (4.48)

Using Thesis 1.6 it is possible now to draw up end-to-end workload loss ratio bounds according

to Thesis 1.2.

4.3 The effective w-arrival curve and the effective bandwidth

As I referred in section 2.2 the theory of effective bandwidth [20] defines a framework for service

provisioning, which describes the minimum bandwidth requirement of a traffic source in terms of

the effective bandwidth. The effective bandwidth is a probabilistic quantity between the average

and peak rate of the input source. This concept provides a measure of resource usage which

takes proper account of the varying statistical characteristics and QoS requirements of traffic

sources. I repeat here the exact definition from section 2.2:

Definition 9 (Effective bandwidth [20]) The effective bandwidth of the source with arrival

process A(t) is defined as:

αe(s, τ) = sup
t≥0

{

1

st
logE[es(A(t+τ)−A(t))]

}

, 0 < s, τ <∞. (4.49)



The following thesis relates the effective w-arrival curve and the effective bandwidth.

Thesis 1.7 (Effective w-arrival curves and the effective bandwidth [J2]) I proved that

the effective w-arrival curve of an input source can be expressed from it’s effective bandwidth,

according to the following equation:

Zϕ(τ) = inf
s>0

{

ταe(s, τ) −
log(ϕs)

s

}

. (4.50)

Proof:

E[(A(t+ τ) −A(t) − Zϕ(τ))+] ≤
es(−Zϕ(τ)+ταe(s,τ))

s
(4.51)

for all values of s. Let ϕ defined as:

es(−Zϕ(τ)+ταe(s,τ))

s
:= ϕ. (4.52)

For Zϕ(τ) we obtain:

Zϕ(τ) = ταe(s, τ) −
log(ϕs)

s
. (4.53)

By taking the infimum over s we obtain the smallest effective w-arrival curve:

Zϕ(τ) = inf
s>0

{

ταe(s, τ) −
log(ϕs)

s

}

. (4.54)

Q.E.D.

Since the effective bandwidth expressions of various traffic sources have been developed in the

last decade, the effective w-arrival curve for those sources can be calculated according to Thesis

1.7. Note that Thesis 1.7 connects two widely used system theories, the statistical network

calculus and the theory of effective bandwidth. For demonstration, the effective w-arrival curve

of multiplexed regulated input flows is shown on Figure 4.1. The w-arrival curve is normalised

by the number of flows and the per flow deterministic arrival curve is also shown for easier

interpretation. One can see that the effective w-arrival curve exploits a significant statistical

multiplexing gain.

4.4 An example

With the following example I would like to show, how this novel theory can be applied in sizing

data networks. Consider the following problem: We have a small network with two static priority

schedulers N1 and N2 (Figure 4.2). The nodes offer β1 and β2 service curves for the aggregate

of the inputs and have two priority classes H and L. The first scheduler has two input flows 1

and 2 with arrival curves α1 and α2, respectively, and T1 is an upper bound on the busy period.

The traffic from input flow 1 has higher priority than the other flow. The second node processes

flows 2 and 3 (with arrival curve α3) as inputs and flow 3 has higher priority than flow 2. Let Ts
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Figure 4.1: The statistical multiplexing gain.
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Figure 4.2: Small network with two schedulers.

denote the busy period of the entire system from the point of flow 2. The task is to determine

the size of the buffer which ensures, that the end-to-end loss rate remains under 10−3.

Solution: Applying Thesis 1.2 we can formalise the prescription for the loss rate in the

following way:

E[(B(t) − Zϕ ⊘ Sϕs(0))+] ≤ Tsϕ+ ϕs = 10−3. (4.55)

The right hand side of equation (4.55) means that we can choose how do we share the given

prescription for the loss rate according to the available information about the input flows and

the schedulers. The determination of the optimal sharing between ϕ and ϕs is out of the scope

of this example4. In the followings we choose ϕ = ϕs = 5 · 10−4. Now the w-arrival curve for

input 2 has to be calculated. Since input 2 is regulated by an arrival curve α2, according to

4Note, that ϕ ≥ 0, and ϕs ≥ 0 and their sum must be less than the prescription.



Theorem 7.2 the w-arrival curve can be expressed as :

Zϕ
2 (t) = inf

s>0

{

1

s
log

(

1 +
ᾱ2t

α2(t)

(

e(sα2(t)) − 1
)

)

−
log(ϕs)

s

}

. (4.56)

For a static priority scheduler I have shown in Theorem 7.7 that:

Sϕ
i = [β(t) − Zϕ

j<i(t)]
+, (4.57)

which means that from the point of flow 2 the schedulers offer the following w-service curves:

Sϕs1

L,N1 = [β1(t) − Zϕs1
1 (t)]+, Sϕs2

L,N2 = [β2(t) − Zϕs2
3 (t)]+, (4.58)

where Sϕs2

L,N2 denotes the w-service curve for the lower priority flow at node N2 with parameter

ϕs2.

According to Thesis 1.5 we choose ϕs1 and ϕs2 such that ϕs1 > 0, ϕs2 > 0 and T1ϕs1 +ϕs2 =

ϕs. Now calculate Zϕs1
1 (t) and Zϕs2

3 (t) similarly as Zϕ
2 (t) in (4.56). From these w-arrival curves

we can determine the Sϕs1

L,N1 and Sϕs2

L,N2 w-service curves according to (4.58). The min-plus

convolution of Sϕs1

L,N1 and Sϕs2

L,N2 gives the network w-service curve for the concatenation of the

two nodes as:

Sϕs = Sϕs1

L,N1 ⊗ Sϕs2

L,N2. (4.59)

Finally, the buffer size is given as

q = Zϕ
2 ⊘ Sϕs(0). (4.60)

4.5 Numerical results

In this section I investigate the novel workload loss ratio bound deduced from my novel statistical

calculus and compare it with simulation results under NS2 network simulator [42]. For analysis

the following scenario is used. We have 100 input flows, which are token bucket constrained

with some deterministic arrival curve αi(t) = ᾱit+ σi (ᾱ1..50 = 133.3, σ1..50 = 8, ᾱ51..100 = 66.6,

σ51..100 = 5), and the packet forwarder satisfies a rate latency service curve property, with

β(t) = 12500 · max(t − 8 · 10−5, 0), in a work-conserving manner. The sustainable rate of the

inputs and the size of the bucket is given in packets and the service rate is given in packets during

a second (pps). The used parameter and scenario settings here are taken from [5] for easier

comparison of the novel results with the existing bounds hereafter. Nevertheless the authors of

[5] declare that these parameter values are close to many practical, common applications.

Based on the effective bandwidth for regulated inputs in [20] I use the following formula for

the calculation of the effective w-arrival curves in accordance with Thesis 1.7:

Zϕ(t) = inf
s>0

{

∑

i∈I

1

s
log

(

1 +
ᾱit

αi(t)

(

e(sαi(t)) − 1
)

)

−
log(ϕs)

s

}

. (4.61)



The calculation of the workload loss ratio happens according to Thesis 1.2.

For simulation purposes I made an implementation of the evaluation scenario under the

NS2. I used random packet generators as inputs, which send packet to the server through a

token bucket traffic regulator. For the token bucket regulator I used the Differentiated Services

module of the NS2 and set the bucket size and the token generating rate according to the values

of the input scenario. The server was a non-preemptive constant rate server with the appropriate

service rate. Besides the 100 inputs I set up another packet generator, which sends lower priority

packets to the server with the same packet size. This way we ensured the given rate-latency

service curve for the input flows among realistic conditions, since there is no service for the

higher priority packets, while the server finishes the inchoate. The interesting case from the

point of the packet loss is when the inputs exploit the entire input profile, so I set up the packet

generators to generate different traffic bursts of alternating sizes with exponentially distributed

random inter arrival times. I also controlled the average rate of the generators in order to meet

the maximum input rate requirement. I run the simulation ten times for some queue sizes and

took the average of the results in order to eliminate the possible error caused by pseudo random

number generators. With this simulation my intention is to illustrate the workload loss ratio

of the real system. All theses in this dissertation bases (as it will be seen) only on numerical

investigations rather than simulations, and the simulations results are treated as illustrations

hereafter.

Figure 4.3 shows the results of the bounds and the simulation.
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Figure 4.3: The comparison of the bounds and the simulation results
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Comparing with the simulation we state that within the range of interest (10−3 − 10−6) the

result of Thesis 1.2 gives a considerably well bound on the workload loss ratio.

4.6 Conclusion

As a conclusion of Theses 1 Table 4.2 shows the table of the models in section 4.1 completed

with my novel probabilistic extension to the deterministic network calculus.

Features Queueing

networks

Effective

bandwidth

Deterministic

network calcu-

lus

Stochastic

network

calculus

Novel

Stochastic

Extension

Traffic types Limited Wide range Wide range,

(but narrower)

Wide range Wide range

Scheduling Limited No Yes Yes Yes

Statistical

multiplexing

Limited Yes No Yes Yes

QoS bounds

(loss,delay)

Very limited Loss Deterministic,

worst-case

Yes, overflow

type, indirect

loss

Yes, long-run,

direct loss

End-to-end

bounds

Difficult,

loose

No Deterministic Yes Yes

Table 4.2: Models of queueing systems III.



Chapter 5

Theses 2: Buffer overflow bounds in

network elements, multiplexing

independent regulated inputs

During the past few years significant attention has been paid for buffer overflow probability

estimation within the framework of the deterministic network calculus [25], which takes an

envelope approach to describe arrivals and services for the quantification of resource requirements

in the network. As a results of this work, more general stochastic bounds were proposed in case

of regulated inputs1 and general service curve network elements2 in [5, 6, 7]. In [6, 7] a long run

loss ratio bound has also been presented, which is based on the buffer saturation probability

approximations, hence we call it indirect bound. These bounds were deduced with the extension

of the deterministic network calculus to a probabilistic setting (so called statistical or stochastic

network calculus) by applying the results of statistical multiplexing to the deterministic traffic

descriptors. The problem of these closed form bounds is, that they assign different formulae for

the case when the system is fed with inputs of the same characteristics (so called homogeneous

case), and for the case when the properties of the inputs are different (heterogeneous case).

Within these Theses I derive universal bounds that cover both cases.

The tool for this analysis is the network calculus for two good reasons. Most of the other

kind of bounds can be applied for constant rate servers only. My statements are formed for more

general queueing systems that can be described by a so called service curve property. The service

1We may imagine regulated inputs as any kind of inputs that are shaped by a general traffic shaper, e.g., a

token bucket controller (see Figure 1.1). Traffic shaping is frequently used in QoS architectures, e.g., in DiffServ

[38].
2Almost every realistic network element (constant rate server, rate-latency server, static priority scheduler,

GPS (General Processor Sharing) scheduler, etc.) can be described as a service curve network element [25].
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curve property as defined in deterministic network calculus [25], with service curve β means,

that at any time t, the observed output traffic in [0, t] is at least equal to A(s) + β(t − s) for

some s in [0, t], where A(s) is the total input traffic in [0, s]. Using this definition, I derive new

formulae that can be used for a much larger set of network elements, rather than for constant

rate servers only. The novel results also exploit the greatest advantage of deterministic network

calculus, which is the applicability of the per node results to the concatenation of several nodes3.

The novel bounds are derived according to two bounding techniques. The first one [43] is

based on the decomposition of the investigated network element into virtual mini-nodes, that

process one micro-flow as an input, and have a certain amount of processing capacity, usually a

fraction of the entire server capacity. The summation of the backlog in these mini-nodes gives

an approximation of the backlog within the original system (see Figure 5.1). In the followings

this approach is referenced as Virtual Node Partitioning (VNP).

Q1

Q2

Qk

ΣQi1β

Q1α

2α

kα

β

1β
1α

2α

kα kβ

2β

Figure 5.1: VNP method.

The other way to estimate the buffer overflow probability [44] will be named as Busy Period

Partitioning (BPP), since it assigns a union bound for the saturation probability on the time

partition of the maximum possible busy period in which the buffer overflow can occur (see Figure

5.2).

5.1 Theoretical background

For the presentation of my results on the buffer overflow and the WLR I will frequently use

bounds on the tail distribution of the sum of independent bounded random variables with finite

support.

One of the widely used approximation techniques for this tail distribution is the Chernoff-

Hoeffding bounding method [45], like

P (X > q) ≤ inf
θ>0

GX(θ)

eθq
≤ inf

θ>0

G̃X(θ)

eθq
, (5.1)

3In the terminology of network calculus a network of nodes can be considered as a single node which can be

described by an end-to-end (network) service curve. The network service curve takes into account the interaction

between the nodes.
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Figure 5.2: BPP method.

where GX(θ) = E[exp(θX)] is the moment generating function (MGF) of X and G̃X(θ) is a kind

of reasonable bound of GX(θ) (i.e., GX(θ) ≤ G̃X(θ)). From (5.1) it can be seen, that giving a

better bound on the MGF gives a better bound on the saturation probability as well.

The following two lemmas presents Hoeffding’s results (using my notations) on the MGF

approximation [45] for the homogeneous and heterogeneous cases.

Lemma 2 (Homogeneous Hoeffding [45]) Let X1, X2, ..., XI , be independent random vari-

ables with X =
∑I

i=1Xi, M = E[X] and 0 ≤ Xi ≤ p. Then for θ > 0

GX(θ) ≤

(

1 −
M

Ip
+
M

Ip
e(θp)

)I

. (5.2)

Lemma 3 (Heterogeneous Hoeffding [45]) Let X1, X2, ..., XI , be independent random vari-

ables with X =
∑I

i=1Xi, M = E[X] and 0 ≤ Xi ≤ pi. Then for θ > 0

GX(θ) ≤ eθMe
θ2 PI

i=1 p2
i

8 . (5.3)

One can see, that Lemma 3 does not coincide with Lemma 2 for the special setting of

p1 = p2 = ... = pn, and it is proven in [45] that the heterogeneous case bound is looser than the

homogeneous one in this setting. The following MGF approximation based on the increasing

convex ordering (ICX) of the variables leads to a formula that covers both cases.

Theorem 8 (ICX based MGF bound [46],[47]) Let X1, X2, ..., XI be I independent (but

not necessarily identically distributed) random variables with 0 ≤ Xi ≤ pi, X =
∑I

i=1Xi and

M = E[X]. Then for θ > 0

GX(θ) ≤

(

1 −
M

I∗p
+
M

I∗p
eθp

)I∗

, (5.4)



where the right side is the MGF of the sum of X∗
1 , X

∗
2 , ..., X

∗
I∗, I

∗ = ⌈
∑n

i=1 pi/p⌉, independent

homogeneous Bernoulli random variables with the identical peak value p = max(p1, p2, ..., pI) and

identical mean value E[X∗
i ] = M/I∗.

The bounds within these Theses are derived using a MGF (Moment Generating Function)

approximation, based on the increasing convex ordering4 (ICX) [48] of the random variables for

exploiting the statistical multiplexing gain [C2, C6]. It can be shown, that the new bounds for

the heterogeneous case incorporates the homogeneous bound as a special case, in the case of

homogeneous substitution values. It means, that the two cases can be integrated into a single

formula. It is also shown, that the new bounds improve the existing ones in most cases.

5.2 VNP based bound

I have already mentioned that the existing deterministic network calculus based buffer overflow

bounds handle the homogeneous and heterogeneous cases separately. In the followings I recall

these results with the VNP method for the two cases:

Theorem 9 (Homogeneous case VNP [5]) If (A1)− (A5), v(α, β) <∞, h(α, β) <∞, and

αi = α1 for all i, then for ᾱh(α, β) < q < v(α, β):

P (Q(0) > q) ≤ exp

(

−I
q

v
ln

q

ᾱh
+ I

(

1 −
q

v

)

ln
v − ᾱh

v − q

)

, (5.5)

where Q(0) is the backlog for an arbitrary time instant 0, and for brevity v = v(α, β) and

h = h(α, β).

Theorem 10 (Heterogeneous case VNP [5]) Assume (A1) − (A3) and (A5). Let G =

{(γ1, γ2, ..., γI) ∈ RI
+ : ∀i ∈ I, v(αi, γiβ) < ∞, h(αi, γiβ) < ∞,

∑I
i=1 γi ≤ 1}. An addi-

tional assumption, that for each i ∈ I, (A4) holds for a virtual node, that offers the service

curve γiβ for the arrival process Ai. Then for any ~γ ∈ G and
∑I

i=1 ᾱih(αi, γi, β) < q < v(α, β)

P (Q(0) > q) ≤ exp(−F (~γ)) (5.6)

where

F (~γ) =
2(q −

∑I
i=i ᾱih(αi, γi, β))2

∑I
i=1 v(αi, γi, β)2

. (5.7)

One can see, that the heterogeneous formula for homogeneous inputs results in a worse

bound than the homogeneous one. This means that the heterogeneous bound does not give

back the homogeneous one as a special case, which is the consequence of the non-coincidence of

4Increasing convex ordering: X ≤ic Y if Ef(X) ≤ Ef(Y ) for all f : R → R that is increasing and convex.



Hoeffding’s inequalities for the homogeneous and heterogeneous cases. This can be a significant

drawback of this bound, since the bounding method depends on the type of the input traffic.

Now I present my novel universal bound that covers both cases. The proof will be based on

partitioning the aggregate backlog, and bounding it with the sum of backlogs in virtual nodes

with αi inputs, and γiβ service curve: Qi(t) = sup−∞<s≤t{Ai(s, t]− γiβ(t− s)}. For these Qi-s

the following properties hold:

• (T1) P (Q > q) ≤ P
(

∑I
i=1Qi > q

)

.

• (T2) For any t ∈ R, Q1(t), Q2(t), ..., QI(t) are independent.

• (T3) For any t ∈ R, and each i ∈ I, 0 ≤ Qi(t) ≤ v(αi, γi, β).

• (T4) For any t ∈ R, E[Q(t)] ≤ ᾱh(α, β).

Since these properties hold, the backlog bounds can be obtained by using different types of

Hoeffding’s inequalities directly on the Qi(t) random variables, for the homogeneous and the

heterogeneous case. This procedure eventuates the inequalities of Theorem 9 and 10. Now

we set up a new bound for P (Q > q) with the increasing convex ordering (ICX) based MGF

approximation. This bound significantly differs from the heterogeneous bound in Theorem 10,

and recovers the homogeneous bound in Theorem 9.

Thesis 2.1 (Universal VNP bound [C1]) I proposed a universal network calculus based up-

per bound on the buffer overflow probability with the usage of the ICX based MGF approximation

and the VNP bounding method.

Assume (A1) − (A3),(A5) and that for each i ∈ I, (A4) holds for a virtual node that offers

the service curve γiβ for the arrival process Ai. If

I∗ =

⌈

∑I
i=1 v(αi, γiβ)

maxi∈I(v(αi, γiβ))

⌉

,

then for ᾱh(α, β) < q < v(α, β):

P (Q > q) ≤ exp

(

−I∗
q

v
ln

q

ᾱh
+ I∗

(

1 −
q

v

)

ln
v − ᾱh

v − q

)

, (5.8)

where for brevity v = v(α, β) and h = h(α, β).

Proof:

The proof partly relies on the proof of Theorem 10. That proof uses Hoeffding’s inequalities.

The Qi(t)-s (i ∈ I) are random variables, which are bounded by v(αi, γiβ), and E[Q(t)] ≤

ᾱh(α, β). Let Q∗
1, Q

∗
2, ..., Q

∗
I∗ represent I∗ independent homogeneous on-off random variables

with peak rate v(α̂, γ̂β) = maxi∈I(v(αi, γiβ)), where

I∗ =

⌈

∑I
i=1 v(αi, γiβ)

v(α̂, γ̂β)

⌉

.



The alert reader may calculate the arrival curve α̂ of the homogeneous input microflows, which

on-off representation generates these Q∗
i -s with γ̂ = 1

I∗
and I∗α̂ = α. The properties (T2) and

(T3) hold for Q∗
1, Q

∗
2, ..., Q

∗
I∗ automatically. The (T4) property also holds, since the aggregate

behaviour of the new homogeneous traffic, is the same as the original heterogeneous traffic. Since

P (Q > q) ≤ P

(

I
∑

i=1

Qi > q

)

≤ inf
θ>0

GQ(θ)

eθq
, (5.9)

from Theorem 8 it can be revealed that:

inf
θ>0

GQ(θ)

eθq
≤ inf

θ>0

GQ∗(θ)

eθq
, (5.10)

where Q∗ =
∑I

i=1Q
∗
i . This means that the bound on the new variables is also a bound on the

original system. The right side of (5.10) can be expressed in closed form and immediately gives

the right side of (5.8). Q.E.D.

5.3 BPP based bound

Similarly to the discussion of the VNP based bounds I start with recalling the existing results

using the BPP technique.

First I give a proper time partition definition which is suitable for the derivation of the union

BPP bound. For any K ∈ N , and any t ≥ 0, let TK(t) be the set of partitions of [0, t) in K

intervals: TK = {(t0, t1, ..., tK) : 0 = t0 ≤ t1 ≤ ... ≤ tK = t}.

Theorem 11 (Homogeneous case BPP [5]) Assume (A1)−(A7) and αi = α1 for all i ∈ I.

Then for any K ∈ N , and any s ∈ TK(τ),

P (Q > q) ≤
K−1
∑

k=0

exp (−Ig(tk, tk+1)) , (5.11)

where

g(u, v) =



























∞, if q>α(v)−β(u)

0, if q < ᾱv − β(u)
β(u)+q

α(v) ln β(u)+q
ᾱv

+
(

1 − β(u)+q

α(v)

)

ln α(v)−β(u)−q

α(v)−ᾱv
, otherwise

Theorem 12 (Heterogeneous case BPP [5]) Assume (A1) − (A7). Then for any K ∈ N ,

and any s ∈ TK(τ), for q < v(α, β)

P (Q > q) ≤
K−1
∑

k=0

exp (−Ig(tk, tk+1)) , (5.12)

where

g(u, v) =
2((q + β(u) − ᾱv)+)2

∑i
i=1 αi(v)2

. (5.13)



The alert reader may discover the same problem as the one with the VBP bound, namely that

the heterogeneous formula does not cover the homogeneous one. This could generate some

difficulties during application.

The ICX based MGF approximation will be for my help in deriving a universal bound with

the BPP method:

Thesis 2.2 (Universal BPP bound [C1]) I have given a universal network calculus based

upper bound on the buffer overflow probability with the usage of the ICX based MGF approxi-

mation and the BPP bounding technique.

Assume (A1) − (A7). Then for any K ∈ N , and any s ∈ TK(τ), for q < v(α, β)

P (Q > q) ≤
K−1
∑

k=0

exp
(

−I∗k+1g(tk, tk+1)
)

, (5.14)

g(u, v) =



























∞ if q>α(v)−β(u)

0 if q < ᾱv − β(u)
β(u)+q

α(v) ln β(u)+q
ᾱv

+
(

1 − β(u)+q

α(v)

)

ln α(v)−β(u)−q

α(v)−ᾱv
, otherwise

with

I∗k+1 =

⌈

∑I
i=1 αi(tk+1)

α̂tk+1

⌉

, (5.15)

and α̂tk+1
= maxi∈I αi(tk+1).

Proof:

The verification partly relies on the proof of Theorem 12. The Ai(s, t]-s (i ∈ I) are random

variables, which are bounded by αi(t − s), and E[Ai(−tk+1, 0]] ≤ ᾱitk+1, so E[A(−tk+1, 0]] ≤

ᾱtk+1. Now we can define A∗
1, A

∗
2, ..., A

∗
I∗ as I∗k+1 independent homogeneous on-off random

variables with peak rate α̂tk+1
, where

I∗k+1 =

⌈

∑I
i=1 αi(tk+1)

α̂tk+1

⌉

.

The alert reader can easily find the appropriate arrival curve (αk+1,hom) of the homogeneous

input microflows, whose on-off representation generates these A∗
i -s with I∗k+1αk+1,hom = α, and

αk+1,hom(tk+1) = α̂tk+1
. Since

P (Q > q) ≤
K−1
∑

k=0

P (A(−tk+1, 0] > q + β(tk)) ≤
K−1
∑

k=0

inf
θ>0

GA(θ)

eθ(q+β(tk))
, (5.16)

from Theorem 8 it can be obtained that for all 0 ≤ k ≤ K:

inf
θ>0

GA(θ)

eθ(q+β(tk))
≤ inf

θ>0

GA∗(θ)

eθ(q+β(tk))
, (5.17)



which means that, the bound on the new variables is also a bound on the original system. Since

the aggregate properties of the I∗ inputs are the same as the original traffic, the (A1) − (A6)

assumptions hold. The right side of (5.17) can be expressed in closed form using the ICX based

MGF bound which immediately gives the right side of (5.14). Q.E.D.

5.4 Evaluation

In this section the buffer overflow bounds of Theorem 9, 10, 11, 12 and Thesis 2.1, 2.2 will be

analysed numerically. For this analysis consider input flows that are token bucket constrained

with arrival curve αi(t) = ᾱi + σi, and a packet forwarder which satisfies a rate latency service

curve property, with β = c · (t− e, 0)+, in a work-conserving manner.

The used parameter and scenario settings here are again taken from [5] for easier comparison

of the novel results with the existing bounds. In that work these parameter values are stated to

be close to many practical, common applications. The service rate (c) of the server is 150Mbps.

Let the packet size be 1500 bytes. This means that the node can serve 12500 packets in a second

(pps). The latency time (e) is 8 · 10−5 sec. I set up four input configurations to investigate

the performance of the new bounds. Configuration 1 and 2 represent the heterogeneous case,

each having two types of leaky bucket constrained inputs. The server is fed by 50 microflows

from each type. Configuration 3 and 4 describe a homogeneous case. The summary of the

configurations can be seen in Table 5.1, where α(t) is the aggregate service curve.

Conf. α1(t) α2(t) α(t) utilisation

Conf. 1. 33.3pps+ 8p 16.6pps+ 5p 2500pps+ 650p 0.2

Conf. 2. 133.3pps+ 8p 66.6pps+ 5p 10000pps+ 650p 0.8

Conf. 3. 25pps+ 8p 25pps+ 8p 2500pps+ 800p 0.2

Conf. 4. 100pps+ 8p 100pps+ 8p 10000pps+ 800p 0.8

Table 5.1: The summary of configurations

The analysis is done for the two bounding techniques, using the configurations above.

5.4.1 VNP bounds

The results for configuration 1 and configuration 2 can be found on Figure 5.3. One can see, that

the new bound of Theorem 2.1 is slightly better for utilisation 0.2, and produces significantly

better result for utilisation 0.8, even for large queue sizes.

Figure 5.4 shows the results given by the two theorems for homogeneous input traffic. The

alert reader can easily find, that the formula of Thesis 2.1 turns out to be same as the one of
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Figure 5.3: Probability bounds for Thesis 2.1 and Theorem 10. Configuration 1 with utilisation

0.2 (left), Configuration 2 with utilisation 0.8 (right).

Theorem 9, in case of homogeneous feeding. From Figure 5.4 we can also see that Theorem 10,

can not give a good estimation for nearly identical input flows, especially for high load values.

The effectiveness of the new bound relies on the fact, that the homogeneous bound is more

powerful than the heterogeneous one. I take the advantage of this property in the proof of

Thesis 2.1, and a better bound is obtained despite of upper bounding the MGF of the sum of

independent heterogeneous bounded random variables by the MGF of independent homogeneous

on-off random variables.
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Figure 5.4: Probability bounds for Thesis 2.1 and Theorem10. Configuration 3 with utilisation

0.2 (left), Configuration 4 with utilisation 0.8 (right).

5.4.2 BPP bounds

It is investigated in [5], that the VNP method (referenced there as Chang, Song and Chiu’s

method) gives closer bounds on the backlog. Figure 5.5 shows the comparison of the new bound

of Thesis 2.2 and the bound of Theorem 12 for configuration 1 and configuration 2. The results



for the new bound is significantly better for utilisation 0.2, but this significance reduces as the

load increases. In the right graph of Figure 5.5 there is a small interval (100−200), where bound

of Theorem 12 gives a better result. This can be explained by the different characteristics of the

heterogeneous and homogeneous bounds. The application of the new bounds can save a lots of

resources in a network. If a network designer desires from the system to produce a probability

of buffer overflow less than 10−8 with an average load of 0.8, for example, he should use a

greater buffer than 330 packets due to the new bounds. Since with the bound of Theorem 12

the threshold for 10−8 is 510 packets, the application of the new bounds produces a relative gain

of 35 percent.
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Figure 5.5: Probability bounds for Thesis 2.2 and Theorem 12. Configuration 1 with utilisation

0.2 (left), Configuration 2 with utilisation 0.8 (right) for fixed K.

Figure 5.6 shows the results given by the two theorems for homogeneous input traffic. One

can also see from the figure that Theorem 12 can not give a good estimation for nearly identical

input flows. If we compare with the bound of Thesis 2.2, which is the same as the one in

Theorem 11 for homogeneous feeding, we can find, that the significance decreases as the load

increases. This tendency is in contrast with the one experienced in the previous section.

5.5 Bounds for inputs with limited independence

The previous results apply independent random variables to represent the backlog, for which the

increasing convex ordering based MGF bound is used. However, one can see thet when the inputs

of a scheduler are not traffic aggregates or somewhat corelated, the independence assumption

(A1) in not always reasonable. For example in case of a video server which offers video content

in unicast channels (e.g. IPTV system) to the users. In this case the unicast flows departing

from the server are not independent from each other since they are similar representations of

the same content. Within the framework of the following two statements I present a method

which releases the requirement of total independence among the input flows, and gives a better
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Figure 5.6: Probability bounds for Thesis 2.2 and Theorem 12. Configuration 3 with utilisation

0.2 (left), Configuration 4 with utilisation 0.8 (right) for fixed K.

estimation of the buffer overflow for inputs with limited independence in case of homogeneous

feeding. Let’s start with the definition of the s-wise independence.

Definition 10 A set of random variables V exhibits s-wise independence if any subset of s or

fewer random variables from V are jointly independent, so their joint probability distribution

function is just the product of the individual distributions. The property makes sense in case of

s ≤ ||V ||.

In the followings I present two more bounds on the buffer overflow, which assume only an

s-wise not total independence among the input flows. These results are based on the following

bound on the sum of homogeneous random variables.

5.5.1 A bound on homogeneous random variables with limited independence

In this section I present a bounding technique on the sum of random variables with limited

independence [49].

Theorem 13 (Siegel’s bound, homogeneous case [49]) Let Q1, Q2, ..., QI be I s(I, E[Q], δ)-

wise independent random variables, where

s(I, E[Q], δ)
def
=

⌈

E[Q]δ

1 − E[Q]
I

⌉

, (5.18)

with 0 ≤ Qi ≤ 1, δ > 0 and E[Q] denotes the expected value of Q. Then,

P (Q ≥ E[Q](1 + δ)) ≤

(

I

s(I, E[Q], δ)

)

(

E[Q]
I

)s(I,E[Q],δ)

(

E[Q](1 + δ)

s(I, E[Q], δ)

) . (5.19)



The notation
(

a
b

)

stands for a(a−1)...(a−b+1)
b! with

(

a
0

) def
= 1, where a is real and b is a positive

integer.

It is worth mentioning that (5.19) improves all Chernoff-Hoeffding type bounds, which can

be obtained with the same parameters. Since E[Q](1 + δ) ≤ I, then s(I, E[Q], δ) ≤ I, and in

most of the situations s(I, E[Q], δ) ≪ I. The alert reader can easily verify, that the theorem is

applicable for random variables with values a ≤ Qi ≤ b, by rescaling the range of the variables

into the interval [0, 1].

For the proof of my statements following lemma will be necessary.

Lemma 4 The term:
(

I

s(I, E[Q], δ)

)

(

E[Q]
I

)s(I,E[Q],δ)

(

q

s(I, E[Q], δ)

) , (5.20)

is the wide-sense increasing function of E[Q], where q can be expressed as q = E[Q](1 + δ) with

an appropriate δ > 0.

Proof:

The term in 5.20 can be rewritten as:

s(I,E[Q],δ)−1
∏

k=0

(I − k)E[Q]

(q − k)I
. (5.21)

One can see that if the increase of E[Q] is not large enough to change s (which means that

number of terms in the product remains the same) the product is wide-sense increasing according

to E[Q]. Now consider what happens if s changes. Since the first derivative of s according to

E[Q]:

s, = (
E[Q]δ

1 − E[Q]
I

), = (
q − E[Q]

1 − E[Q]
I

), =
−1 + q

I

(1 − E[Q]
I

)2
(5.22)

is negative if q < I which is true for this case, the number of terms in the product decreases

as E[Q] increases. Now I give a necessary and satisfactory assumption that the product is

increasing in the case when s changes, which means that we have less terms in the product:

s(I,E[Q],δ)−1
∏

k=0

(I − k)E[Q]

(q − k)I
<

s(I,E[Q],δ)−2
∏

k=0

(I − k)E[Q]

(q − k)I
. (5.23)

After simplification we get:

(I − (s− 1))E[Q]

(q − (s− 1))I
< 1, (5.24)



which can be rewritten as:

E[Q]

I
<
q − (s− 1)

I − (s− 1)
. (5.25)

Now by exploiting that q can be expressed as q = E[Q](1 + δ) we obtain:

E[Q]

I
<
E[Q] − (s− 1) + E[Q]δ

I − (s− 1)
. (5.26)

By the substitution of s = E[Q]δ

1−
E[Q]

I

into inequality 5.26 and after some simplification we get that,

inequality 5.26 always holds. Q.E.D.

5.5.2 VNP bound

New bound for the buffer overflow can be derived for the homogeneous case, using the bound

on the sum of variables with limited independence [49].

Thesis 2.3 (Homogeneous case VNP [C3]) I have given a network calculus based upper

bound on the buffer overflow probability using the VNP bounding method and Siegel’s bound on

the sum of variables with limited independence, in case of homogeneous inputs.

Assume (A1m), (A2) − (A5), and v(α, β) <∞, h(α, β) <∞, αi = α1 for all i ∈ I and that

(A4) holds for a virtual node, that offers the service curve β
I

for the arrival process Ai. Then

the probability of buffer overflow for ᾱh(α, β) < q < v(α, β) is:

P (Q > q) ≤

(

I

s

)

(

ᾱh
Iv

)s

(

q/v

s

) , (5.27)

where for brevity v = v(α1, β/I), h = h(α, β), s = s(I, ᾱh, δ) and δ = q
ᾱh

− 1.

Proof:

The aggregate backlog is decomposed, and bounded by the sum of backlogs in virtual nodes

αi input, and γiβ service curve: Qi(t) = sup−∞<s≤t{Ai(s, t] − γiβ(t − s)}. For these Qi-s the

following properties hold:

• (T1) For any t ∈ R, Q1(t), Q2(t), ..., QI(t) are s(I, ᾱh, δ)-wise independent.

• (T2) For any t ∈ R, and each i ∈ I 0 ≤ Qi(t) ≤ v(αi, γi, β).

• (T3) For any t ∈ R, E[Q(t)] ≤ ᾱh(α, β).



Note that T1 originates from the assumption of A1m.

The properties of T1, T2 and T3 are enough to use the bound with limited independence

on the Qi variables of the VNP method. According to Lemma 4 the changing E[Q] in (5.19)

for its upper bound ᾱh(α, β) results still in an upper bound. After scaling the range of the Qi

variables into the [0, 1] interval, the formula of (5.27) turns up. Q.E.D.

I emphasise, that the bound in Thesis 2.3 does not require the input random variables to be

independent, a reduced independence is enough to satisfy the assumptions for (6.15).

5.5.3 BPP bound

Thesis 2.4 (Homogeneous case BPP [C3]) I proposed a network calculus based upper bound

on the buffer overflow probability using the BPP bounding method and Siegel’s bound on the sum

of variables with limited independence, in case of homogeneous feeding.

Assume (A1m) and (A2) − (A7). Then for any K ∈ N , and any ~t ∈ TK(τ), for q < v(α, β)

P (Q > q) ≤
K−1
∑

k=0

(

I

sk

)

(

ᾱtk+1

Iα1(tk+1)

)sk

( q
α1(tk+1)

sk

) , (5.28)

where for brevity sk = s(I, ᾱtk+1, δtk+1
) and δtk+1

= q
ᾱtk+1

− 1.

Proof:

With the assumptions A1m and A2 −A6 the Ai variables have the following properties:

• (T4) A1(−tk+1,0), A2(−tk+1, 0), ..., AI(−tk+1, 0) are s(I, ᾱtk+1, δ)-wise independent for any

t ∈ R.

• (T5) For any t ∈ R, and each i ∈ I 0 ≤ Ai(−tk+1, 0) ≤ αi(tk+1).

• (T6) For any t ∈ R, E[A(−tk+1, 0)] ≤ ᾱtk+1.

The T5 property is a direct consequence of A1m.

The properties of T4, T5 and T6 are exactly the framework of the bound with limited

independence, within the BPP method. According to Lemma 4 it is possible to substitute

E[A(−tk+1, 0)] with its upper bound α(tk+1) while the formula remains an upper bound on the

buffer overflow. After scaling the range of the Ai(−tk+1, 0) variables into the [0, 1] interval, the

formula of (5.28) can be obtained in a straightforward manner. Q.E.D.

5.6 Evaluation

For the evaluation of the Thesis 2.3 and 2.4 the homogeneous configurations of section 5.4 are

used. Now I recall the most important settings here:



Configuration 3: α1(t) = 25pps+ 8p. Adding 100 microflows gives α(t) = 2500pps+ 800p as

an aggregate arrival curve. This configuration represent a utilisation of 0.2 for the server.

Configuration 4: α1(t) = 100pps+ 8p. Adding 100 microflows gives α(t) = 10000pps+ 800p

as an aggregate arrival curve. This configuration represent a utilisation of 0.8 for the server.

Figure 5.7 shows the performance of the new VNP type bound (Thesis 2.3) in comparison

with the result of Theorem 9 for configuration 4. We can see that the new bound always gives a

closer estimation, however the difference is not significant. The more interesting result is shown
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Figure 5.7: Bounds with the VNP method (left) and the required independence among the

inputs (s(I, ᾱh(α, β), δ)) (right) for conf. 4.

on the right hand side of Figure 5.7, which represents the degree of required independence in

the function of the buffer size. We can establish, that for small buffer sizes a small degree of

independence is enough to use the bound, and above a critical buffer size the total independence

is required from the inputs.

The results for configuration 3 can be seen on Figure 5.8. One can see that the performance

of the bound increases as the load decreases, but the difference is not significant at this level

of load either. Nevertheless, the new bound always stays under the other. For the lower load

value of configuration 3, we find that a small degree of independence is enough to use the bound

even for large buffer sizes, as shown in Figure 5.8. This means that the complete bound can be

derived without the assumption of the total independence.

Figure 5.9 represents the performance of the bounds made with the BPP method for con-

figuration 4. The new bound is always under the other, but the difference is small in this case,

too. The comparison with the VNP type bound for configuration 4 reveals that this technique

gives a significantly closer estimation. However, by considering Figure 5.9, we can state, that

this bound requires the total independence of the inputs for both small and large buffer sizes.

From Figure 5.10 it can be established, that for lower load values the new bound gives much

better approximation. The improvement is close to 10 percent. Nevertheless, there is no change
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Figure 5.8: Bounds with the VNP method (left) and the required independence among the

inputs (s(I, ᾱh(α, β), δ)) (right) for conf. 3.
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in the requirement of independence, since the graph of Figure 5.10 always above 100.
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Chapter 6

Theses 3: Direct and indirect

bounds on the workload loss ratio in

general buffered systems

Within these Theses novel, conservative, direct (definition based) and indirect approxima-

tions of the workload loss ratio (WLR) are presented for buffered systems with regulated inputs

that can be described by a service curve property. I prove that estimating the traffic loss in a

direct manner using the definition (4.9) results in closed form bounds which perform better than

the indirect WLR bounds found in [6, 7]. For the construction of the new bounds only little

information is used about the input traffic (peak rates, upper bound on the mean rate of the

aggregated input flows), so they could be directly applied in traffic management functions like

call admission control (CAC) without any complex measurement or information propagation.

6.1 Indirect bounds on the WLR

The indirect approximation of the WLR means, that the given method does not estimate the

quantity that defines the workload loss ratio, but interprets it as a product of other well assessable

quantities, and defines upper bounds on each of these related quantities. Since the buffer satu-

ration probability is often identified as a possible estimation of traffic loss ratio [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7],

I propose indirect WLR bounds with the usage of my buffer overflow bounds of Thesis 2.1 and

2.2. For systems that satisfy the service curve property a framework of such bound is proposed

in [6], where the WLR estimator formula is the product of the bound on the buffer overflow

probability and an additional term. The following Theorem recalls that result.
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Theorem 14 ([6]) Assume (A1) − (A5) and that v(α, β) <∞, h(α, β) <∞. Then

WLR ≤
l̂(1)α(1)

ρ̄
P (Q > q), (6.1)

where ρ̄ is the intensity of the aggregate input, l̂(t) = 1 − infs≤t
β(s)+q

α(s) , and Q is the stationary

backlog of a virtual system identical to the original system, but with a buffer size sufficient to

ensure no losses.

Theorem 14 defines a framework for WLR approximation in an indirect manner. The substi-

tution of the existing buffer overflow bounds for service curve [5, 6] network elements according

to the VNP and the BPP methods results in different formulae for the WLR estimation1. Since

these result need a buffer overflow estimation, the bound inherits the undesirable property,

that the buffer overflow bounds presented in [5, 6] splits into two different formulae, for the

homogeneous and the heterogeneous cases.

Thesis 3.1 (Indirect WLR bounds [C4]) I derived novel universal indirect workload loss

ratio bounds by combining the buffer saturation result of Thesis 2.1 and 2.2 with inequality

(6.1).

VNP approach [C4]: Assume (A1)− (A3), (A5), v(α, β) <∞, h(α, β) <∞, and that for

each i ∈ I, (A4) holds for a virtual node, that offers the service curve γiβ for the arrival process

Ai. If ᾱh(α, β) < q < v(α, β), then

WLR ≤
l̂(1)α(1)

ρ̄
exp

(

−I∗
q

v
ln

q

ᾱh
+ I∗

(

1 −
q

v

)

ln
v − ᾱh

v − q

)

, (6.2)

where l̂(t) = 1 − infs≤t
β(s)+q

α(s) and I∗ =
⌈

PI
i=1 v(αi,γiβ)

maxi∈qcalI{v(αi,γiβ)}

⌉

.

For any K ∈ N , and any t ≥ 0, let TK(t) be the set of partitions of [0, t) in K intervals:

TK = {(t0, t1, ..., tK) : 0 = t0 ≤ t1 ≤ ... ≤ tK = t}.

BPP approach [C4]: Assume (A1) − (A7), and that v(α, β) < ∞, h(α, β) < ∞. For any

K ∈ N , and any s ∈ TK(τ) and for q < v(α, β):

WLR ≤
l̂(1)α(1)

ρ̄

K−1
∑

k=0

exp
(

−I∗k+1g(tk, tk+1)
)

, (6.3)

where

g(u, v) =















∞, if q>α(v)−β(u)

0, if q < ᾱv − β(u)

β(u)+q

α(v) ln β(u)+q
ᾱv

+
(

1 − β(u)+q

α(v)

)

ln α(v)−β(u)−q

α(v)−ᾱv
, otherwise

and I∗k+1 =
⌈

PI
i=1 αi(tk+1)

α̂tk+1

⌉

with α̂tk+1
= maxi∈I{αi(tk+1)}.

1The bounds are not presented here, but will be evaluated and will be referenced as Theorem 14/1 for the

VNP and Theorem 14/2 for the BPP approach.



The proofs are omitted here, since the results can be recovered in a straightforward manner from

Thesis 2.1, Thesis 2.2 and inequality (6.1). Since the factor l̂(t) in (6.1) is a hard deterministic

bound on the loss ratio within any interval of length t, the bounds produce lower performance

as it will be shown.

6.2 WLR estimation with direct formulae

This section presents the catalog of my novel WLR bounds, which estimate the loss ratio in a

direct manner according to the definition of the WLR for stationary and ergodic systems (4.9).

I proceed from the fact, that the expected value of the number of lost bits in a finite buffer

system can be bounded from above by the number of packets overflown in the infinite buffer

system [4]. If Q denotes the stationary backlog of the system with infinite buffer, this can be

written in a formal way as follows:

WLR ≤
E[(Q− q)+]

E[A]
, (6.4)

where E[A] = E[A(0, 1)] is the number of bits arriving in a unit time interval. Since my direct

WLR estimations rely on the bound on the sum of independent random variables, different

approximations can be derived by the usage of different MGF bounding methods. I start with

the ICX based bounds.

Although the MGF bound of Theorem 8 is suitable to cover both the homogeneous and

heterogeneous cases in bounding the buffer overflow probability [50], I need some further results

for obtaining uniform WLR bound. For the relation of random variables X and X∗ a much

more general statement is valid (with the apparent combination of Lemma 1 and Theorem 3 in

[17] and also found in [51]), namely2

E[(X − q)+]

E[X]
≤
E[(X∗ − q)+]

E[X∗]
∀q ≥ 0, (6.5)

where X∗ =
∑I∗

i=1X
∗
i . Note that the random variable X∗ has binomial distribution, hence,

E[(X∗ − q)+]

E[X∗]
=

p

M

I∗
∑

l=⌈q⌉

(l − ⌈q⌉)

(

I∗

l

)(

M

I∗p

)l(

1 −
M

I∗p

)I∗−l

. (6.6)

It can be shown by straightforward calculation (see Lemma 5 below) that the derivative of this

function with respect to M is always non-negative, that is

∂

∂M

E[(X∗ − q)+]

E[X∗]
≥ 0 , ∀q > 0 . (6.7)

2In [17] it has been proven that X <icx X∗, i.e., E[f(X)] < E[f(X∗)] holds for all increasing convex function

f . It is also known (for example from [51]) that X <icx X∗ ⇔ E[(X − q)+] < E[(X∗ − q)+] ∀q > 0.



Lemma 5 Let X be a binomially distributed random variable with parameters n (number of

trials) and p (probability of success). Let q be an integer between 0 and n− 1. Then

∂

∂p

[

Ep(X − q)+

EpX

]

=
q(Pp(X > q))

np2
. (6.8)

Proof:3 First we derive a recursive formula for the tail probability of the binomial distribution

using the partial integration formula d(uv) = udv + vdu. For k ≤ n− 1 we obtain
(

n

k

)

pk(1 − p)n−k =

(

n

k

)

tk(1 − t)n−k|t=p
t=0 =

∫ p

0

(

n

k

)

ktk+1(1 − t)n−kdt−

∫ p

0

(

n

k

)

tk(n− k)(1 − t)n−k−1dt = Ak−1 −Ak (6.9)

where

Ak =

∫ p

0

n!

k!(n− k − 1)!
tk(1 − t)n−k−1dt. (6.10)

This quantity happens to be the distribution function at p of a Beta(k + 1,n − k) distributed

random variable. With the assignment An := 0 the recursion (6.9) may be extended to all

integers between 0 and n.

Solving the recursion we obtain an integral representation of the binomial tail probability:

Ai =
n
∑

k=i+1

(

n

k

)

pk(1 − p)n−k = P (X > i) (6.11)

for i ≤ n−1. To compute E(X− q)+ note that (X− q)+ =
∑n−1

i=q IX>i, i.e. the part of X above

q. Thus

E(X − q)+ =
n−1
∑

i=q

P (X > i) =

∫ p

0

n−1
∑

i=q

n!

i!(n− i− 1)!
ti(1 − t)n−i−1dt .

Denote the integrand by u(t). Thus, the quantity to be computed is

∂

∂p

[

1

np

∫ p

0
u(t)dt

]

=
pu(p) −

∫ p

0 u(t)dt

np2
(6.12)

Observe that E[X − q]+ =
∫ p

0 u(t)dt and

pu(p) =
n−1
∑

i=q

n!

i!(n− i− 1)!
pi+1(1 − p)n−i−1 =

n
∑

i=q+1

l

(

n

l

)

pl(1 − p)n−l = E[XIX>q] (6.13)

3Special thanks to Istvďż˝n Maricza for his help to prove this statement.



Thus the denominator of the right-hand side of equation (6.12) is

E[XIX>q − (X − q)+] = E[qIX>q] (6.14)

which was to be proved. Q.E.D.

A very practical consequence of this result is that if only an upper bound of M is known, then

the inequality still holds in (6.5) when this known upper bound of M is used in the computation

or an upper approximation of the right hand side of (6.5).

6.2.1 VNP bound

For using the VNP bounding approach, let us consider the virtual backlogs of virtual mini-nodes

with αi input, and γiβ service curve as Qi. For these Qi-s the following properties hold:

• (T1) P (Q > q) ≤ P
(

∑I
i=1Qi > q

)

.

• (T2) For any t ∈ R, Q1, Q2, ..., QI are independent.

• (T3) For any t ∈ R, and each i ∈ I, 0 ≤ Qi ≤ v(αi, γiβ).

• (T4) For any t ∈ R, E[Q] ≤ ᾱh(α, β).

The sum of these Qi variables upper bounds the aggregate backlog in a given time instant,

so Q ≤
∑I

i=1Qi. However, these Qi variables can be consumed for the direct estimation of the

workload loss ratio. The following thesis gives a closed form bound on the WLR for arbitrary

inputs.

Thesis 3.2 (Direct VNP bounds [C4]) 3.2/ICX: I have given a direct, universal network

calculus based upper bound on the WLR according to the VNP bounding method with the ICX

based MGF approximation.

Assume (A1) − (A3), (A5), v(α, β) < ∞, h(α, β) < ∞ and that for each i ∈ I, (A4)

holds for a virtual node that offers the service curve γiβ for the arrival process Ai. Then for

ᾱh(α, β) < q < v(α, β),

WLR ≤

(

ᾱh

q

)
qI∗

v
(

v − ᾱh

v − q

)I∗− qI∗

v v

I∗ᾱh log
(

q
ᾱh

v−ᾱh
v−q

)h, (6.15)

where I∗ =
⌈

PI
i=1 v(αi,γiβ)

vmax

⌉

and vmax = maxi∈I{v(αi, γiβ)}.

Any other estimations of the MGF can be substituted into equation (6.1) instead of the

increasing convex ordering based one. In the following, I present two results based on Hoeffding’s

inequalities [45]. The first result refers to the case, when the input flows are uniformly bounded,

the so-called homogeneous case. The second one stands for the heterogeneous case, when the

inputs are non-uniformly bounded.



3.2/HOM: I derived a direct network calculus based upper bound on the WLR according to the

VNP bounding method with Hoeffding’s inequalities for the homogeneous case. It can also be seen,

that the bound of Thesis 3.2/ICX incorporates this bound with I∗ =
PI

i=1 v(αi,γiβ)
vmax

=
Iv(α1, 1

I
β)

v(α1, 1
I
β)

= I.

3.2/HET: I proposed a direct network calculus based upper bound on the WLR according to

the VNP bounding method with Hoeffding’s inequalities for the heterogeneous case.

Assume (A1) − (A3), (A5), v(α, β) < ∞, h(α, β) < ∞, and that for each i ∈ I, (A4)

holds for a virtual node that offers the service curve γiβ for the arrival process Ai. Then for

q >
∑I

i=1 ᾱih(αi, γiβ)

WLR ≤

∑I
i=1 v(αi, γiβ)2

4(q −
∑I

i=1 ᾱihi)
∑I

i=1 ᾱihi

exp

(

−2(q −
∑I

i=1 ᾱihi)
2

∑I
i=1 v(αi, γiβ)2

)

h(α, β), (6.16)

where hi = h(αi, γiβ).

Proof of Thesis 3.2/ICX:

Using Little’s law (E[Q] = E[A]E[D]) the inequality (6.4) can be reformatted as:

WLR ≤
E[(Q− q)+]

E[A]
=
E[(Q− q)+]

E[Q]
E[D] (6.17)

where E[D] is the expected value of the time that a bit spends within the system. Now we can

use the inequalities (6.5) and (6.7), that is

E[(Q− q)+]

E[Q]
≤
E[(Q∗ − q)+]

E[Q∗]
(6.18)

where Q∗ =
∑I∗

i Q∗
i , Q

∗
i are independent and identically distributed (Bernoulli) random vari-

ables such that

P (Q∗
i = v(αi, γiβ)) =

ᾱh(α, β)

I∗v(αi, γiβ)
, (6.19)

P (Q∗
i = 0) = 1 −

ᾱh(α, β)

I∗v(αi, γiβ)
. (6.20)

Applying the Chernoff bound for the right hand side of (6.18)

E[(Q∗ − q)+]

E[Q∗]
≤ exp(ΛQ∗(θ∗) − θ∗q − log(θ∗E[Q∗])), (6.21)

where ΛQ∗(θ) = logGQ∗(θ) is the cumulant generation function ofQ∗ and θ∗ = arginfθ((ΛQ∗(θ)−

θq)).4 By upper bounding E[D] with h and calculating (6.21) for θ∗ the statement of the theorem

can be immediately obtained. Q.E.D.

Proof of Thesis 3.2/HOM: The proof of Thesis 3.2/ICX includes the proof of this Thesis,

since this statement is a special case of Thesis 3.2/ICX, with I∗ =
PI

i=1 v(αi,γiβ)
vmax

=
Iv(α1, 1

I
β)

v(α1, 1
I
β)

= I.

Q.E.D.

4This step does not provide the optimal θ for the WLR, but it is not very far from arginfθ((ΛQ∗(θ) − θq −

log(θE[Q∗]))) and guarantees a closed form bound.



Proof of Thesis 3.2/HET: The steps of the proof are exactly the same as of Theorem 3.2/ICX,

but instead of the ICX based approximation, the Hoeffding formula is substituted for heteroge-

neous random variables into equation (6.21), which looks like this:

WLR ≤ exp(θ∗E[Q])
exp

(

(θ∗)2
PI

i=1 v(αi,γiβ)2

8

)

θ∗E[Q]eθ∗q
E[D]. (6.22)

With the investigation the first derivative according to E[Q] the function:

exp(θ∗E[Q])
exp

(

(θ∗)2
PI

i=1 v(αi,γiβ)2

8

)

θ∗E[Q]eθ∗q
(6.23)

is non-decreasing with the assumption that q > E[Q] +
PI

i=1 v(αi,γiβ)2

4E[Q] . Thus, we can change

E[Q] with its upper bound
∑I

i=1 ᾱih(αi, γiβ). By upper bounding E[D] with h, which is the

maximal delay, and calculating (6.22) for θ∗ the statement of the theorem can be immediately

obtained. Q.E.D.

6.2.2 BPP bound

In the followings I derive bounds on the WLR according to the BPP [44] approach. I start again

with the increasing convex ordering based bound. For any K ∈ N , and any t ≥ 0, let TK(t) be

the set of partitions of [0, t) in K intervals: TK = {(t0, t1, ..., tK) : 0 = t0 ≤ t1 ≤ ... ≤ tK = t}.

Instead of the examination of virtual nodes, I use the following lemma to upper bound the

number of lost bits in a finite buffer system, with the number of packets overflown in the infinite

buffer system [5]:

Lemma 6 ([5]) If the assumptions (A2), (A5), (A6) and (A7) hold then

Q(0) ≤ sup
0≤s≤τ

{(A(−s, 0) − β(s))}, (6.24)

where Q(0) represents the buffer occupancy at an arbitrary time instant 0.

According to assumption (A4) Lemma 6 is also valid for the stationary buffer occupancy Q,

hence5

WLR ≤
E[sup0≤s≤τ{(A(0, s) − β(s)} − q)+]

E[A]
. (6.25)

Before the presentation of our WLR bound based on equation (6.25), another lemma has to be

considered. For any K ∈ N , and any t ≥ 0, let

5Clearly, due to (A4) A(−s, 0) = A(0, s) in distribution.



Lemma 7 ([5]) For any K ∈ N , p ∈ TK(τ) and q ≥ 0,

Pr[ sup
0<s≤τ

{(A(0, s) − β(s)} > q] ≤

K−1
∑

k=0

Pr[(A(0, tk+1) > q + β(tk))] . (6.26)

The next thesis gives a direct approximation of the WLR, based on inequality (6.25):

Thesis 3.3 (Direct BPP bounds [C5]) 3.3/ICX: I have given a direct, universal network

calculus based upper bound on the WLR according to the BPP bounding method with with the

ICX based MGF approximation.

Assume (A1) − (A7). Then for any K ∈ N and any p ∈ TK(τ),

WLR ≤
K−1
∑

k=0

(

ᾱtk+1

β(tk) + q

)

β(tk)+q

α̂tk+1
Ψ

I∗
k+1−

β(tk)+q

α̂tk+1 ·
α̂tk+1

ᾱtk+1 log
(

Ψβ(tk)+q
ᾱtk+1

) tk+1, (6.27)

where Ψ =
α(tk+1)−ᾱtk+1

α(tk+1)−(β(tk)+q) , I
∗
k+1 =

⌈
PI

i=1 αi(tk+1)
α̂tk+1

⌉

and α̂tk+1
= maxi∈I(αi(tk+1)).

Naturally, instead of the usage of the increasing convex ordering based MGF approximation,

I may use the one in Hoeffding’s inequalities. This solution splits the problem into two parts,

into homogeneous and heterogeneous cases.

3.3/HOM: I derived a direct network calculus based upper bound on the WLR according

to the BPP bounding method with with Hoeffding’s inequalities for the homogeneous case. It

can also be seen, that Thesis 3.3/ICX incorporates this Thesis with I∗k+1 =
⌈

PI
i=1 αi(tk+1)

α̂tk+1

⌉

=
⌈

PI
i=1 α1(tk+1)
α1(tk+1)

⌉

= I.

3.3/HET: I derived a direct network calculus based upper bound on the WLR according to

the BPP bounding method with with Hoeffding’s inequalities for the heterogeneous case.

Assume (A1)− (A7). If (q > max{ᾱtk+1 − β(tk)}) then for any K ∈ N and any s ∈ TK(τ),

WLR ≤
K−1
∑

k=0

∑I
i=1 αi(tk+1)

2

4(q + β(tk) − ᾱtk+1)ᾱtk+1
exp

(

−2(q + β(tk) − ᾱtk+1)
2

∑I
i=1 αi(tk+1)2

)

tk+1. (6.28)

Proof of Thesis 3.3/ICX:

Using a well-known computation of the expected value of a non-negative random variable:

E[sup0≤s≤τ{(A(0, s) − β(s)} − q)+]

E[A]
=

∫∞
x=0 Pr[sup0≤s≤τ{A(0, s) − β(s)} > q + x]dx

E[A]

In accordance with Lemma 7:
∫∞
x=0 Pr[sup0≤s≤τ{A(0, s) − β(s)} > q + x]dx

E[A]
≤

∫∞
x=0

∑K−1
k=0 Pr[A(0, tk+1) > q + β(tk) + x]dx

E[A]
.



By the commutation of the integration and summation we get:

∫∞
x=0

∑K−1
k=0 Pr[A(0, tk+1) > q + β(tk) + x]dx

E[A]
≤

∑K−1
k=0

∫∞
x=0 Pr[A(0, tk+1) > q + β(tk) + x]dx

E[A]
.

One element in the summation on the right hand side can be written as

∫ ∞

x=0
Pr[A(0, tk+1) > q + β(tk) + x]dx = E[(A(0, tk+1) − q − β(tk))

+] . (6.29)

Due to the assumed stationary increment of A(0, t), E[A] can be rewritten as

E[A] =
E[A(0, tk+1)]

tk+1
, k = 0, . . . ,K − 1 . (6.30)

Using this it follows that

WLR ≤
K−1
∑

k=0

E[(A(0, tk+1) − q − β(tk))
+]

E[A(0, tk+1)]
tk+1 . (6.31)

Since A(0, tk+1) =
∑I

i=1Ai(0, tk+1), Ai(0, tk+1) ≤ αi(tk+1) and E[Ai(0, tk+1] ≤ ᾱitk+1 we can

apply the results presented in Section 5.1. That is let A∗
i (0, tk+1), i = 1, . . . , I∗ independent and

identically distributed (Bernoulli) random variables with mean E[A∗
i (0, tk+1)] = ᾱtk+1/I

∗, and

P (A∗
i (0, tk+1) = α̂tk+1

) =
ᾱtk+1

I∗α̂tk+1

, (6.32)

P (A∗
i (0, tk+1) = 0) = 1 −

ᾱtk+1

I∗α̂tk+1

, (6.33)

where

α̂tk+1
= max

1≤i≤I
(αi(tk+1)) , I

∗ =

⌈

∑I
i=1 αi(tk+1)

α̂tk+1

⌉

. (6.34)

According to (6.5) and (6.7) one can deduce that

E[(A(0, tk+1) − q − β(tk))
+]

E[A(0, tk+1)]/tk+1
≤
E[(A∗(0, tk+1) − q − β(tk))

+]

ᾱ
(6.35)

where A∗(0, tk+1) =
∑I∗

i=1A
∗
i (0, tk+1) and hence E[A∗(0, tk+1)] = ᾱtk+1. Applying a well-known

Chernoff bound [20] to the right hand side of (6.35) gives

E[(A∗(0, tk+1) − q − β(tk))
+] ≤

1

θ∗k

E [exp(θ∗kA
∗(0, tk+1))]

exp(θ∗k(q + β(tk)))
(6.36)

where6

θ∗k = arginfθk

(

logE [exp(θkA
∗(0, tk+1))] − θk(q + β(tk))

)

. (6.37)

6Note that θ∗

k does not provide the optimal Chernoff bound, however, it guarantees closed form WLR bound

as opposed to the optimal arginfθk

`

log E [exp(θkA∗(0, tk+1))] − θk(q + β(tk) − log θk)
´

.



The generating function of A∗(0, tk+1) is

E[eθkA∗(0,tk+1)] =

(

1 −
ᾱtk+1

I∗α̂tk+1

+
ᾱtk+1

I∗α̂tk+1

exp(θkα̂tk+1
)

)I∗

(6.38)

Substituting it into the Chernoff bound in (6.36) and after straightforward calculations the

closed form formula of (5.14) is obtained. Q.E.D.

Proof of Thesis 3.3/HOM: This theorem is a special case of Thesis 3.3/ICX, with I∗k+1 =
⌈

PI
i=1 αi(tk+1)

α̂tk+1

⌉

=
⌈

PI
i=1 α1(tk+1)
α1(tk+1)

⌉

= I. Q.E.D.

Proof of Thesis 3.3/HET: The proof is omitted because the only difference to the proof

of Thesis 3.3/ICX is the use of a different MGF approximation technique. An easy to check

assumption (q > max{ᾱtk+1 − β(tk)}) can be verified in a similar way as in the proof of The-

sis 3.2/HET. Q.E.D.

6.3 Evaluation

In this section the presented WLR bounds are investigated and a systematic evaluation is given

according to different standpoints. For the analysis of the results the following scenario is

used. We have 100 input flows, which are token bucket constrained with some arrival curve

(α(t) = ᾱt + σ), and the packet forwarder satisfies a rate latency service curve property with

β = c · (t− e, 0)+ in a work-conserving manner. The service rate of the server will be 150Mbps

and let the packets size be 1500 bytes. This means the node can serve 12500 packets in a second

(pps). The latency time (e) is 8 · 10−5 sec. I set up four configurations for the evaluation: The

used parameter settings are again taken from [5] for easier comparison. These parameter values

are close to many practical, common applications.

Configuration 1: α1(t) = 33.3pps+ 8p, α2(t) = 16.6pps+ 5p. If we have 50 microflows with

α1(t) and α2(t) each, it results α(t) = 50 · α1(t) + 50 · α2(t) = 2500pps + 650p as an aggregate

arrival curve. This configuration represent a utilisation of 0.2 for the server.

Configuration 2: α1(t) = 133.3pps+8p, α2(t) = 66.6pps+5p. If we have 50 microflows with

α1(t) and α2(t) each, it results α(t) = 50 · α1(t) + 50 · α2(t) = 10000pps+ 650p as an aggregate

arrival curve. This configuration represent a utilisation of 0.8 for the server.

Configuration 3: α1(t) = 26pps + 8p, α2(t) = 24pps + 8p. 100 microflows results in α(t) =

2500pps + 800p as an aggregate arrival curve. This configuration represent a utilisation of 0.2

for the server.

Configuration 4: α1(t) = 102pps+ 8p, α2(t) = 88pps+ 8p. 100 microflows results in α(t) =

10000pps+ 800p as an aggregate arrival curve. This configuration represent a utilisation of 0.8

for the server. A summary of the configurations can be seen on Table 6.1.

The choice of configuration 3 and 4 is to evaluate the performance of the bounds, when the

inputs have almost the same characteristics. Therefore the scenario is close to the homogeneous



Conf. α1(t) α2(t) α(t) utilisation

Conf. 1. 33.3pps+ 8p 16.6pps+ 5p 2500pps+ 650p 0.2

Conf. 2. 133.3pps+ 8p 66.6pps+ 5p 10000pps+ 650p 0.8

Conf. 3. 26pps+ 8p 24pps+ 8p 2500pps+ 800p 0.2

Conf. 4. 102pps+ 8p 88pps+ 8p 10000pps+ 800p 0.8

Table 6.1: The summary of configurations.

case, but since it is heterogeneous, the heterogeneous form of the MGF approximation have to

be used.

To promote the better survey of the presented theorems Table 6.2 shows their systematic

listing according to three standpoints. The D/ID stands for the property, that the bound is

direct or indirect, VNP/BPP refers to the bounding approach, and the MGF indicates the used

MGF approximation.

Property D/ID VNP/BPP MGF

Theorem 14/1 ID VNP Hoeffding homogeneous, heterogeneous

Theorem 14/2 ID BPP Hoeffding homogeneous, heterogeneous

Thesis 3.1/VNP ID VNP ICX

Thesis 3.1/BPP ID BPP ICX

Thesis 3.2/ICX D VNP ICX

Thesis 3.2/HOM D VNP Hoeffding homogeneous

Thesis 3.2/HET D VNP Hoeffding heterogeneous

Thesis 3.3/ICX D BPP ICX

Thesis 3.3/HOM D BPP Hoeffding homogeneous

Thesis 3.3/HET D BPP Hoeffding heterogeneous

Table 6.2: The survey of WLR bounds.

In the followings the results are investigated in accordance with the properties listed in Table

6.2. In order to examine the effect of a parameter on the bound performance, I compare those

theorems, which only differ in one parameter and the other settings are the same. By the end of

this analysis the best property combination can be determined which indicates the best choice

from the presented WLR bounds.



6.3.1 Comparison according to the used MGF approximation

In this part I compare such bounds, which only differ in the applied MGF approximation while all

other settings are the same. The comparison of Theorem 14/1 and Thesis 3.1/VNP is shown on

Figure 6.1, which are indirect bounds according to the VNP approach. For each configuration I

have two graphs. The one on the left side shows the WLR as a function of the buffer size, and the

graph to the right indicates the relative buffer requirement gain between the two bounds. The

relative gain is calculated for a given WLR and represents the difference between the buffer sizes

ensuring the specified loss ratio according to the two theorems. For example, the title of Figure

6.1 indicates that the relative gain is calculated for Thesis 3.1/VNP with respect to Theorem 14

according to the formula: br(2)−br(3)
br(2) , where br(i) is the buffer requirement for Theorem i to

ensure the given WLR. In other words, the relative gain is the normalised horizontal difference

of the two WLR functions. The relative gain is therefore an important and practical measure

which indicates how much resource can be saved with the usage of the new theorems.
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Figure 6.1: The results of Theorem 14/1 and Thesis 3.1/VNP for conf. 1 (top) and conf. 2

(bottom).

One can see, that for low traffic load the new bound of Thesis 3.1/VNP is always above

Theorem 14/1 but the difference is not significant as can be established from the relative gain,



which is between 2.5 and 4.5 percent. For example, if the specification for the WLR is 10−2

Thesis 3.1/VNP requires a buffer for 221 packets which is 4 percent less buffer capacity than 231

with Theorem 14/1. For high traffic the new bound performs better as the buffer size increases,

but the relative gain cannot increase so far, since the functions begin to break down just before

the theoretical maximum buffer size above which no packet loss occurs. The maximal relative

gain is about 3.5 percent.

The comparison of Theorem 14/2 and Thesis 3.1/BPP is plotted on Figure 6.2. These

bounds are also indirect, but according to the BPP bounding technique. For the BPP type

bounds we set a constant resolution (K = 100) for the partition of the busy period, and this

value will be used for all the BPP type bounds hereafter. I mention that with the optimisation

of the K parameter the bounds can be slightly improved, but this question is not a part of my

investigations here. One can see, that for a low load value the new bound performs significantly
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Figure 6.2: The results of Theorem 14/2 and Thesis 3.1/BPP for conf. 1 (top) and conf. 2

(bottom).

better and the relative gain can reach almost 80 percent. This significance decreases as we

increase the load as it is discovered by the graphs for configuration 2. The bound of Theorem

14/2 gives better estimation between buffer sizes of 150 and 200 packets, but for strict WLR



prescriptions the relative gain of the new bound increases up to 37 percent.

Figure 6.3 shows the results of Theorem 14/1 and Thesis 3.1/VNP for quasi homogeneous

input traffic for configuration 3 and 4. It can bee seen, that since the new bound has the same

form for any type of input traffic, it reserves its good performance for this scenario, but the

estimation of Theorem 14/1 gets worse as the input tends to be homogeneous. The relative
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Figure 6.3: The results of Theorem 14/1 and Thesis 3.1/VNP for conf. 3 (top) and conf. 4

(bottom).

gain is around 6 percent for configuration 1, and goes above 4 percent in case of configuration

2. However, the characteristics of the functions remain the same as for heterogeneous inputs.

Figure 6.4 shows the results of Theorem 14/2 and Thesis 3.1/BPP for configuration 3 and

4 (quasi homogeneous feeding). In this case the relative gain reaches the 80 percent for a load

value of 0.2 which is more than significant. For server utilisation of 0.8 the new bound always

above the other, in contrast of the results for truly heterogeneous inputs. The relative gain can

reach 40 percent. We can conclude that the usage of ICX based MGF approximation eventuates

better performance almost in all cases. The difference is not really significant for the VNP

bounding technique, but quite impressive for the BPP approach. This can be the consequence

of the usage of the increasing convex ordering based MGF approximation within a summation
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Figure 6.4: The results of Theorem 14/2 and Thesis 3.1/BPP for conf. 3 (top) and conf. 4

(bottom).

in case of the BPP technique, and the better performance in each summation term results in a

much closer bound after the summation.

The bounds examined above were indirect. In the followings the effect of the used MGF

estimation for direct WLR approximations is investigated. The examination begins with the

bounds using the VNP approach again. The results of Thesis 3.2/ICX and Thesis 3.2/HET are

plotted on Figure 6.5 for configurations 1 and 2. One can see, that the MGF approximation

technique does not influence significantly the performance of the direct bounds using the VNP

bounding approach. However, the increasing convex ordering based bound stays almost always

above the other with Hoeffding’s inequalities, and in case of high server utilisation the relative

gain is close to 10 percent. It can also be seen that Thesis 3.2/HET performs better between

510 and 580 producing a negative relative gain in case of weak WLR prescriptions.

Figure 6.6 indicates the results of Thesis 3.3/ICX and Thesis 3.3/HET for the first two

configurations. For low server utilisation the relative gain is huge, it goes up to 90 percent;

however, this gain decreases as the load increases. In case of the higher load value Thesis

3.3/HET stays close to Thesis 3.3/ICX and gives a better performance in a wide range of buffer
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Figure 6.5: The results of Thesis 3.2/ICX and Thesis 3.2/HET for conf. 1 (top) and conf. 2

(bottom).

sizes. On the other hand; the new bound performs better for very small and very big buffer

sizes giving a relative gain up to 10 percent.

These Theses can also be investigated for quasi homogeneous inputs, but since the results

are quite similar in tendency as for the indirect bounds, the results are skipped here. The

conclusion for the indirect bounds is also valid here, namely, that the increasing convex ordering

based MGF approximation gives even closer bounds for quasi homogeneous inputs especially,

for high server utilisation in case of VNP, and low load value in case of BPP.

6.3.2 Investigation of the D/ID property

In this section the comparison is done alongside the D/ID property. As a conclusion of Section

6.3.1, it has been established, that the increasing convex ordering based MGF approximation

has several advantages and performs better in most cases. Because of this, only the direct and

indirect bounds with ICX based MGF estimation are compared here. Since the bounds with that

type of MGF approximation can be applied for arbitrary inputs, the results for configuration 1

and 2 will be enough for the evaluation of the bounds. The comparison is started again with
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Figure 6.6: The results of Thesis 3.3/ICX and Thesis 3.3/HET for conf. 1 (top) and conf. 2

(bottom).

the VNP bounding approach. The comparison of Thesis 3.2/ICX and Thesis 3.1/VNP is given

on Figure 6.7. One can see, that the direct bound gives a closer estimation on the WLR both

for low and high server utilisation. For configuration 1 the relative gain reaches 33 percent,

and in case of configuration 2 it is between 2 and 5 percent. The structure of the direct bound

eventuates a negative relative gain in case of weak prescriptions for configuration 2. Figure 6.8

presents the results of Thesis 3.3/ICX and Thesis 3.1/BPP. We can establish that with the BPP

approach the direct bound performs significantly better for both configurations. For low server

utilisation the relative gain is between 15 and 90 percent, and for small load value it gives a

gain between 5 and 80 percent. The advantage of the indirect bounds is that they are slightly

simpler than the direct ones and if both the WLR and the buffer overflow probability is needed,

the indirect method is the best choice. I mention that any existing buffer overflow bound can

be used for indirect WLR estimation which ensures more flexibility.
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Figure 6.7: The results of Thesis 3.2/ICX and Thesis 3.1/VNP for conf. 1 (left) and conf. 2

(right).

6.3.3 Comparison of the bounds according to the VNP/BPP property

However, the performance of the applied bounding approaches have not been considered yet,

the alert reader could easily realize that the BPP approach gives closer bounds by several orders

of magnitude than the VNP type bounds. Since the presented figures verify it convincingly,

the detailed analysis of the VNP/BPP is omitted here. Besides the good performance the BPP

type bounds have another benefit, namely, that the BPP type direct WLR bounds do not need

additional assumptions for the range of q. The advantages of the VNP method is the simplicity

and the less restrictions regarding to the stability among the assumptions.

As a conclusion of my numerical analysis we can establish that among the investigated bounds

Thesis 3.3/ICX seems to be the best choice for WLR estimation. In the following section this

bound will be compared with my simulation results.

6.3.4 Comparison with simulation results

Since the investigated system is the same as in Section 4.5, except that now we have two con-

figurations for the heterogeneous case, the same simulation results are used here. The following
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Figure 6.8: The results of Thesis 3.3/ICX and Thesis 3.1/BPP for conf. 1 (left) and conf. 2

(right)

graph shows the workload loss ratio bounds of Thesis 3.3/ICX, Thesis 1.2 and the simulation

results as an illustration of the behavior of the real system. We can state that the bound with

my novel probabilistic extension gives the best performance from all the bounds. The bound of

Thesis 3.3/ICX has much lower performance than the probabilistic calculus based one. How-

ever, Thesis 3.3/ICX has the advantage that the bound can be expressed always in closed form7,

which is important from the point of call admission control algorithms.

7For special types of inputs (e.g. token bucket) Thesis 1.2 also has a closed form, nevertheless this is not true

in general.
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Figure 6.9: The results of the simulations, Thesis 1.2 and the bound of Thesis 3.3/ICX for conf.

1 (left) and conf. 2 (right).



Chapter 7

Application of the novel results

The increasing number of real-time Internet applications induce the preface of new services in

telecommunication networks besides best effort. These services have to meet some Quality of

Service (QoS) requirements, which usually consist of prescriptions for QoS parameters. Thus,

the provision of QoS for packet switched networks generally means keeping the value of some

quality related parameters at a level that fulfils these prescriptions. Since a significant portion

of the Internet applications are sensitive to the loss of the packets, the approximation of the

workload loss ratio (WLR) parameter receives a significant attention.

The buffer overflow probability and WLR bounds, presented in this dissertation, require only

little information about the input traffic (peak rate, upper estimated mean rate of the aggregate)

and most of them are expressed in closed form so their usage do not need any optimisation.

These facts ensure low computation complexity, simplify the determination of the required

input parameters and the straightforward application of them in traffic management functions

like call admission control (CAC) as well, without any complex measurement or information

propagation. Other application areas of these novel results are network design [1], and the

planning of packet scheduling algorithms. With the usage of the new results one can answer

such questions that how large buffer is needed to ensure that the WLR stays under a specified

threshold; or how large server capacity is needed. The novel stochastic extension of network

calculus in Theses 1 gives a mathematical tool to create end-to-end loss estimations which is

a key parameter in end-to-end QoS provisioning. Moreover, Thesis 1.7 defines a meeting point

between to important system theories, the network calculus and the effective bandwidth.

The deterministic arrival and service curves of the typical arrival processes and scheduling

functions that used in QoS architectures are well known for example from [25], however the

determination of the newly defined w-arrival and w-service curves has not been considered yet.

From the point of view of application this is an indispensable issue. In the following I show

how the w-arrival and w-service curves can be used in practice for the analysis of typical arrival

processes and scheduling algorithms.
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7.0.5 Determining effective w-arrival curves

Now I illustrate how to derive effective w-arrival curves for inputs according to Thesis 1.7. For

this purpose the w-arrival curves for regulated arrivals and on-off arrivals are investigated.

Regulated arrivals

We may imagine regulated inputs as any kind of inputs shaped by a general traffic shaper1 e.g,

a token bucket controller. This traffic shaper ensures, that the output flow has α as an arrival

curve (see Definition 2.4), where α is a non-negative wide-sense increasing function. Consider

the collection (I) of I inputs and assume, that these inputs are independent and for each i ∈ I,

and for any s, t ∈ R, E[Ai(s, t]] ≤ ᾱi · (t − s), where ᾱi = limt→∞ αi(t)/t < ∞ is the average

rate of the flow.2 The effective bandwidth of such an aggregate satisfies [20]:

α(s, t) ≤
1

st

∑

i∈I

log

(

1 +
ᾱit

αi(t)

(

e(sαi(t)) − 1
)

)

. (7.1)

Therefore in the meaning of Thesis 1.7 the effective w-arrival curve is given by:

Zϕ(t) = inf
s>0

{

1

s

∑

i∈I

log

(

1 +
ᾱit

αi(t)

(

e(sαi(t)) − 1
)

)

−
log(ϕs)

s

}

. (7.2)

On-off sources

Since on-off sources play key role in traffic modelling and in deriving performance bounds, the

effective w-arrival curve of the collection (I) of I on-off inputs is considered here. The on-off

sources have two states, in the so called “off”state there is no traffic produced, and in the

“on”state the source generates traffic at some peak rate p. Let denote the average traffic rate

by ρ. The effective bandwidth of the aggregate of I on-off sources with pi peak rates and ρi

average rates is given by [20]:

α(s, t) ≤
1

s

∑

i∈I

log

(

1 +
ρi

pi

(

e(spi) − 1
)

)

. (7.3)

Using Thesis 1.7 we get:

Zϕ(t) = inf
s>0

{

t

s

∑

i∈I

log

(

1 +
ρi

pi

(

e(spi) − 1
)

)

−
log(ϕs)

s

}

. (7.4)

for the effective w-arrival curve.

1Traffic shaping is frequently used for example in QoS architectures e.g., in DiffServ [38].
2The limit ᾱi always exists for the wide class of sub additive functions and can be computed as supt{αi(t)/t}.



7.1 W-service curves for schedulers

In this section I would like to show how my effective w-service curve definition can be used in

practice. First, the effective w-service curve is deduced for static priority and GPS (General

Processor Sharing) schedulers. For the proof of the results the following lemma is needed.

Lemma 8 For given X1, X2, X3, X4 random variables:

E[((X1 −X2)
+ − (X3 −X4)

+)+] ≤ E[((X1 −X2) − (X3 −X4))
+] (7.5)

Proof: The statement is the straightforward consequence of that:

((X1 −X2)
+ − (X3 −X4)

+)+ ≤ ((X1 −X2) − (X3 −X4))
+ (7.6)

which is true for all X1, X2, X3 and X4 values. Q.E.D.

7.1.1 Static priority scheduler

Consider a static priority scheduler with I classes. Let i = 1, ..., I denote the priority of the

classes, where the lower number represents higher priority.

Theorem 15 (Static priority scheduler [C9]) The curve

Sϕs

i = [β(t) − Zϕ
j<i(t)]

+ (7.7)

is an effective w-service curve for the input of class i with ϕs = ϕ, where β(t) is the deterministic

service curve offered by the scheduler for the aggregate inputs from all classes, and Zϕ
j<i(t) is the

effective w-arrival curve of the aggregate traffic from classes j < i.

Proof:

Fix t ≥ 0 and let ti = max{s ≤ t : Bj≤i(s) = 0}, where Bj≤i(s) means the backlog from

classes j < i. The time instant ti is considered as the beginning of the busy period that contains

t from the point of flow i. Let Aj<i and Dj<i denote the arrivals and departures from classes

j < i respectively. If B(t)i > 0 from the characteristics of the static priority scheduler we obtain

that:

Di(t) = Di(ti) + (Dj≤i(t) −Dj≤i(ti)) − (Dj>i(t) −Dj>i(ti)) (7.8)

≥ Ai(ti) + [β(t− ti) − (Aj<i(t) −Aj<i(ti))]
+, (7.9)

where we exploited that Dj(ti) = Aj(ti) for all j ≤ i, that D(t)−D(ti) ≥ β(t−ti) if the scheduler



is work-conserving, and that Dj(t) ≤ Aj(t) for all j. From the definition of the effective w-service

curve we obtain:

E[(Ai ⊗ Sϕs

i (t) −Di(t))
+]

≤ E[(Ai(ti) + Sϕs

i (t− ti) −Di(t))
+] (7.10)

= E[(Ai(ti) + [β(t− ti) − Zϕ
j<i(t− ti)]

+ −Di(t))
+]. (7.11)

By applying (7.9) we recover that:

E[(Ai(ti) + [β(t− ti) − Zϕ
j<i(t− ti)]

+ −Di(t))
+]

≤E[(Ai(ti)+[β(t− ti) − Zϕ
j<i(t− ti)]

+−Ai(ti) − [β(t− ti)−(Aj<i(t)−Aj<i(ti))]
+)+]. (7.12)

With the usage of Lemma 8 and doing some simplification:

E[(Ai(ti) + [β(t− ti) − Zϕ
j<i(t− ti)]

+ −Ai(ti) − [β(t− ti) − (Aj<i(t) −Aj<i(ti))]
+)+]

≤ E[([Aj<i(t) −Aj<i(ti) − Zϕ
j<i(t− ti)]

+)+]

= E[(Aj<i(t) −Aj<i(ti) − Zϕ
j<i(t− ti))

+] ≤ ϕ. (7.13)

The last step follows from the definition of the effective w-arrival curve. Q.E.D.

7.1.2 GPS scheduler

Let Zϕ
i be an effective w-arrival curve of the input from class i, ψi be the weight of input i, and

assume that the Zϕ
i functions are concave.

Theorem 16 (GPS scheduler [C9]) The curve

Sϕs

i = λi(Ct+
∑

i6=j

[λjCt− Zϕ
j (t)]+) (7.14)

is an effective w-service curve for the input of class i with ϕs = λiIϕ, where C is the capacity

of the scheduler, and λi = ψi/
∑

ψj is the guaranteed rate for class i.

Proof:

Fix t ≥ 0 and let ti = max{s ≤ t : Bi(s) = 0} and tij = max{s ≤ ti, i 6= j : Bj(s) = 0}. Here

tij can be considered as the latest backlog clearing time point in the system before ti. From the

proof of Lemma 3 in [29]:

Di(t) ≥ Ai(ti) + λi(C(t− ti) +
∑

i6=j

[λjC(t− tij) − (Aj(t) −Aj(tij))]
+). (7.15)

From the definition of the effective w-service curve we obtain:

E[(Ai ⊗ Sϕs

i (t) −Di(t))
+]

≤ E[(Ai(ti) + Sϕs

i (t− ti) −Di(t))
+] (7.16)

= E[(Ai(ti) + λi(C(t− ti) +
∑

i6=j [λjC(t− ti) − Zϕ
j (t− ti)]

+) −Di(t))
+]. (7.17)



By applying (7.15) we recover that:

E[(Ai(ti) + λi(C(t− ti) +
∑

i6=j [λjC(t− ti) − Zϕ
j (t− ti)]

+) −Di(t))
+]

≤ E[(Ai(ti) + λi(C(t− ti) +
∑

i6=j [λjC(t− ti) − Zϕ
j (t− ti)]

+) −Ai(ti)

−λi(C(t− ti) +
∑

i6=j [λjC(t− tij) − (Aj(t) −Aj(tij))]
+))+]. (7.18)

After some simplification we get:

E[(Ai(ti) + λi(C(t− ti) +
∑

i6=j [λjC(t− ti) − Zϕ
j (t− ti)]

+) −Ai(ti)

−λi(C(t− ti) +
∑

i6=j [λjC(t− tij) − (Aj(t) −Aj(tij))]
+))+]

= E[(λi(
∑

i6=j [λjC(t− ti) − Zϕ
j (t− ti)]

+ − [λjC(t− tij) − (Aj(t) −Aj(tij))]
+))+]. (7.19)

Since Zϕ
i is concave, the function [λCt − Zϕ

i (t)] is nondecreasing in t. Since ti ≥ tij we can

replace t− ti with t− tij :

E[(λi(
∑

i6=j [λjC(t− ti) − Zϕ
j (t− ti)]

+ − [λjC(t− tij) − (Aj(t) −Aj(tij))]
+))+]

≤ E[(λi(
∑

i6=j [λjC(t− tij) − Zϕ
j (t− tij)]

+ − [λjC(t− tij) − (Aj(t) −Aj(tij))]
+))+].(7.20)

With the usage of Lemma 8:

E[(λi(
∑

i6=j [λjC(t− tij) − Zϕ
j (t− tij)]

+ − [λjC(t− tij) − (Aj(t) −Aj(tij))]
+))+]

≤ E[(λi(
∑

i6=j [λjC(t− tij) − Zϕ
j (t− tij) − λjC(t− tij) +Aj(t) −Aj(tij)]

+))+] (7.21)

= E[λi(
∑

i6=j [Aj(t) −Aj(tij) − Zϕ
j (t− tij)]

+)] (7.22)

= λi

∑

i6=j E[[Aj(t) −Aj(tij) − Zϕ
j (t− tij)]

+] (7.23)

≤ λiIϕ. (7.24)

The last step follows from the definition of the effective w-arrival curve. Q.E.D.



Chapter 8

Conclusion

As we look back in time we see, that technological innovations eventuates new types of commu-

nication systems. Since I’am not a historian I’am not aware of what was the first communication

system being used by mankind, but I see, that we did long way from the telegraph to the data

switched networks. The most important challenge of our era is the enhancement of the broad-

band Internet with Quality of Service. This challenge motivates the a significant part of the

researchers in the area of telecommunications nowadays. Within my dissertation, I dealt with

a little part of this big story, namely the analytic approximation of the workload loss ratio. I

started it with the deterministic network calculus, which is also called recently as the “System

Theory of the Internet”.

At the beginning, I investigated the above mentioned problem, in connection with the current

deterministic network calculus based buffer overflow bounds. This was about the different

treatment of the homogeneous and heterogeneous cases. I figured out how to combine the

theoretical results from different intentions and created universal formulae for the buffer overflow

problem. I did this because in several cases the buffer overflow probability can be consumed

for workload loss ratio approximation (indirect method). With the combination of my buffer

overflow results and a framework for indirect WLR estimation I derived indirect WLR upper

bounds. Nevertheless, it is shown that the ratio of the workload loss ratio (WLR) and the buffer

overflow probability can be arbitrary under certain circumstances. This problem made me

focus on the direct (definition based) approximation of the WLR which is a suprisingly ignored

topic despite its importance. As a result of my efforts direct WLR bounds were derived, which

had significantly better performance than the indirect results. The experience with the direct

WLR bounding techniques gave the idea for changing some parts of the mathematical model

to fit exactly for WLR examinations. While I was examining with direct WLR bounds, several

articles have been published suggesting the extension of the deterministic network calculus to

a probabilistic setting. Since these works used overflow type definitions for the traffic and

service descriptors, the problem of WLR approximation remained open in the framework of
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stochastical network calculus. Proceeding from the definition of the workload loss ratio, I set up

novel stochastic traffic and service descriptors, and defined a novel stochastic network calculus

that is suitable for WLR approximations. It is sure, that the results can be improved and the

assumptions can be weakened in the future1; however, my research work points out, that the

workload loss ratio does not have to be ignored from the development of future system theories,

because of reasons of convenience.

1This is particularly true if one know, that recently some propositions have been made on traffic and service

desciptors, which application does not require time scale limit assumptions [34].
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